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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1966-1967

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 3, 1967
...
~

All Members of the Faculty

To:
From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meeting of the University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, May 9th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p. m.
,J

The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Proposed change in grading system of honors courses -Professor Wynn (Statement attached)

2.

Recommendation concerning change in departments in the
College of Education -- Dean Travelstead (Statement attached.)

_I

3.

Annual Report of Library committee -- Professor Chreist.

4.

Proposal for new Faculty-Administrative Committee on
Computer Use -- Professor Alexander (Statement attached. )

5.

Re~ornrnendation from the Policy Committee relative to
University Committee classification -- Professor Alexander
(Statement attached.)

6.

Student Constitution revisions -- Professor Alexander and
Dean Lavender (Statement attached.)

7.

Pro~osal for Ph.D. in Business Administration -- Dean
Springer (Statement attached.)

Also enclosed:

Summarized minutes of April 11, 1967, meeting.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING

23

May 9, 1967
{Summarized Minutes)
The May. 9, 1967' meeting of the University F
by President Popejoy at 4 :00 p.rn.
aculty was called to order
~/shsoanrgweynn,
in the
system
honors courses 'proposed by Prowas grading
approved
by theof Faculty.
PthrofDessor
Drummond,
of. Education
.
, recommended that
e epartment
of Ed for t.the College
1
continued and th
uca iona and Administrative Services be disthe Department :t two rn~w departments be established in its place
Educational Food !~ucational Administration and the Department of
un a ions. The Faculty approved this proposal.
Professor Chreist
.
Committee's
1966-67ch airman
of the Libr~ry C~~ittee, presented the
which had co f
annual report. He identified three major issues
general ci n 1 rox:ited th7 Committee during the year -- a review of
grant fundrcu a~ion policy, the processing of applications for federal
mental libs, ~n the need for or the advisability of having departFaculty. raries. The report of the Committee was accepted by the
Discussion relCat.ive to the establishment of a Faculty-Administrative
Committee
on omputer Use was deferred until the next meeting.
~".

;

i r

Professor
siderable Ale
t' xande: reported that the Policy Committee had spent conbetween co i~: during the year in reconciling certain discrepancies
constitutimmi tee statements in the Faculty by-laws and in the new
led to a r on of ~h7 Associated Students. He said that this study had
members seeclassification of the various committees on which faculty
that there r~e • On the basis of this reclassification, he recommended
Faculty Co 7 three types of Faculty Standing Committees as follows:
Administr ~ittees~ Faculty-Administrative Committees (Advisory to
tees. Tha iv7 Officers), and Faculty-Administrative-Student CommitAcademic ~se in the first category would be the Policy Committee,
Research reedom and Tenure Committee, Athletic Council, Contract
Publicatiand Pate~t Committee, Curricula Committee, Library Committee,
Committee on; ~ommittee, Registration Committee, Research Allocations
Committee' cholarships, Prizes and Loans Committee, and University
strative Con ~urnan Subjects; the second group would include the AdrniniUse, Entr ommittee, Campus Planning Committee, Committee on Computer
C~mmunit a~ce ~d Credits Committee, Extension, Summer Session, and
~lttee, ~ndervi 7es Committee, General Honors Council, Graduate Cominclude the Retirement and Insurance committee; the ~bird gr~up would
Student p b ~lt~ral Program committee, student Affairs Committee,
Mexico U ~ lications Board, Student Radio Board, Board of the New
A~fairs gion~ Committee on the university, National-International
~lttee s~mrnittee, New Student Orientation Committee, Speakers Com• .
Boara.' Ot~dent Sta~d~rds committee, and the Int 7amura~ and Recreati on
Would be
~lassifications of committees not involving faculty
conunittee: inistrative committees, student committees, college
' and Regents' committees.
'l'he app~cy
Pol·
Was
Committee's recommendation regarding standing committees

a:7

oved by the Faculty.

-2-

At its March, 1966, meeting, the Faculty approved a new c onstitu tion
of the Associated Students except where it abrogates existing Facult y
policies . Dean Lavender reported that during the past seve r al months
the Policy Committee, the Dean of Students, and the student s themselves
have been working on a reconciliation of these points of difference,
and he presented (through its inclusion in the agenda} a seri es of
revisions in the student constitution.
During the ensuing discussion, the following changes in t he revisions
were suggested:
Article V,Section 1. Student Publi cations Bo ard -In (A), change "constant 11 to "con sonant. "
Article V,Section 3. Student Affairs Conunittee -In (A) and (B) , delete "(Director of Student Affairs) • 11
Article V, Sections. Board of the New Mexico Union -In (B), change 11 five student members, including the Ch a i rman ,
without vote ·e xcept in the case of a tie" t o 11 fi ve s tud~nt
members, including the Chairman who has no vote except i n
the case of a tie. "
Article V, Section 7. New Student Orientation Conunittee -In (B) change 11 Foreign Student Adviser " to "Director of
International. Se rvi ces."
.
Article V, Section 8. National and International ~ffa:rs
Committee -- In (B} change "Foreign student Adviser to
"Director of Intern~tional Services."
Article VI, Section 3. The Student Standards Committ ee
Delete (e) •
The Faculty approved the recommendation of the Policy Conuni ttee and
the .D7an of Students that, with the ch anges sugge s ted above, the
~~visions in the Constitution of the Associated Students b7 tPP~~ved,
s ou~h in the event of a conflict in interpretation of Artie ~
(·
1
t~~tion.3 (The Student Standards Committee), the facu l t~
~~es~ . e . ,
· revised Student Standards Policy -- see next paragr P
nu.nutes) is to supercede the student version.

~e~;

..

~phon recommendation of Professor Alexander, f or the Pold icyt Csotnunan~;;~:,
e Facult Y approved a series
.
Poli
of amen dmen t s i· n t. he. Stu en
ap cy' as incorporated in the agenda. (The origin a l p oli cy was
Proved by the Faculty in April, 1964 . )
Dean s
d d t he establishment Pringer, for the Graduate Commi t t ee' . r7commez:i ~
The Faculty
app of a doctoral program in busine s s adm1ni stratio •
roved this proposal.
'l'he meet·
ing adjourned at 5:50 p.m.
John N. Dur rie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 9, 1967

The May 9, 1967 meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4 p.m., with a
quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY The first item on the agenda is
a proposed change in grading system of honors courses.
Professor Wynn.
PROFESSOR WYNN Mr. President, the motion I have
introduced has been approved by the Honors Council, the
all-University committee in charge of the Honors Program,
and has been approved also by the committee on Entrance
and Credi ts. The motion is: Beg inning in the academic
year;l967-68, the grades of A (Honors), CR (Pass - B or C),
and NC (Fail) be used instead of grades A, B, C, D, Fin
all courses listed under General Studies as Honors courses;
that the grade of A (Honors) be treated as at present, each
hour counting for four points in the scholarship index;
that the grade of CR (Pass) be given appropriate credit
~awards graduation but not computed in the scholarship
index; that the grade of NC (Fail) not be given any credit
whatever and not computed in the scholarship index.
The thinking of the council on this matter simply is
t~at we wish more good students to try the Honors offerings
~ithout being subject to a penalty for not actually achieving an Honors performance
We think there are some good
student
•
· h t Jeopar
·
d 1· z e
.
s wh o fear an attempt
for Honors mig
their grade point average and it is important to some
students they meet a grade point average if they want to
go
Phi to gra~uate school, make Phi Beta Kappa.or Ph 1· Kappa
f 'and if any such students are being frightened away
~om this bolder attempt we would like to remove that
~ stacle for them. It doesn't lower the grading standards;
in ~act, it will probably have the effect of raising them
ao~~t~le bit because I think instructors will be a little
isn• inclined to give "Pass" only for a performan:e that
c t outstanding or a distinguished performance in the
curse.
POPEJOY

You made the motion?

Change in
Grading
System of
Honors
Courses
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WYNN Yes.
out for today.
POPEJOY

Is there a second?

DEAN FITZ
POPEJOY
MEMBER

The motion is as in the material handed

Second.
Any discussion?

Question.

POPEJOY There is a call for the question.
favor, indicate by saying II aye. "
FACULTY

All in

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. The next item is a
recommendation concerning change in departments in the
College of Education. Professor Drummond will substitute
for Dean Travelstead.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND Thank you, Mr. President. On page
three of the agenda for today there are two recommendations
concerning changes in department titles in the College of
Edu
Ed c at·ion. Mr. President, on behalf of the College of
ucation I would like to move that the general Faculty
approve the changes which are recommended which are, in
essence, to discontinue the department now titled Department
~f Educational and Administrative Services and to establish
in 1·t 8 place two separate departments, the Department of
Educational Administration and the Department of Education~! Foundations.
I will be glad to answer any questions or
ave my cohor~ do it, if there are any·
MEMBER
POPEJOY

Second the motion.
There was a second.

Do you have any questions?

FITZ Could we have a definition of an educational
foundation?
educa~~UMMOND That is essentially, Dean, our fields of
ional philosophy' educational sociology and educationsychology, the three fields for the profession of

al p

change in
Departments
in College of
Education
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education which ar e t aught in our col l ege. These c ou rses
will be as listed -- I guess there are some down below -History, and then Philosophy and Sociology. These are
courses which are now in the -- they are listed in the
catalog of Educational Foundations -- listed in the
schedules -- have been for a number of years.
PROFESSOR KOLBERT : I should like to find out how
many full time members you have in this department,
approximately.
DRUMMOND
MEMBER

How many?
Six and a quarter.

DRUMMOND
POPEJOY

And eight in administration.
Any other questions?

PROFESSOR LADMAN
be the same as one?

would the cost of two departments

DRUMMOND I suppose essentially so: at least my
history of seven years as Department Chairman convinces
me there is very little additional cost for a chairman.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Are you ready for the question?
Question.

POPEJOY There is a call for the question.
those in favor, indicate by saying "aye•

All

11

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. The next item is the
annual report of the Library committee by Professor
Chreist.
. PROFESSOR CHREIST
Un1vers1.·
t
.

This is the report of t n e
.
d mi' c year 19 66-67 .
Y Library Committee for the aca e

"Work of the Library committee actually began ~n t he
',i~nunu,n
1 66 when the new addition to Zimm:rman L~b~ary
8
th
and the moving of books and equipment in~
e new addition was initiated by the library sta ff an
5

°IE

Annua l Report
of Library
Committee
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.i:

hired assistants. This change in library arrangement
from a single area of distribution for books, serials,
and reference materials into a four-level distribution
divided into sections assigned to Humanities, General
Reference, Science and Engineering>and Social Sciences
Mcessitated a review of circulation policy for the
general libraries including Zimmerman Library and the
Fine Arts Library. This provided the first work for the
University Library Committee composed of professors from
eleven academic departments of the University and three
librarians representing the Law Library, the Medical Library> and Zimmerman Library. Phase one of this study of
circulation policy is in proiess and will be discussed
later in this report •
"A second problem which is ever-present in a growing
academic community is the constant need :fur funds to meet
the demands of purchasing additional holdings for the
library, employing technical staff to process the additional acquisitions of the libraries, and complete the
plans projected in the past. The Library Committee
attempted during this academic year to attack the problem
of acquiring additional funds for accomplishing one of
these needs, the need for additional purchases of books,
serials, and audio-visual materials. By completing applications for several federal grants, the committee attempted
to obtain funds for those pro_~ects for which money could
not be made available by the University budget or the
legislature through special appropriation.
"A third major problem to be considered in a growing
university is the need for or the advisability of having
de~artmental libraries. The Library Committee is studying
this problem and has heard a representative from one department of the University discuss the opinions of professors in his department relative to the question. Befo~e
: statement of policy regarding the departmenta~ library is
ormulated for consideration by the Policy committee an~ the
i:~;~al faculty, further discussion is contemplated during the
19 68 academic year.
1 circulation policy,
ese three major problems -- genera
edera1 grant funds and the departmental library -- have
~ons~mea the time of the Library committee during the twelve
eet1ng
.
TWO subs conducted during the academic year.
f

"Th
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.committees have been active preparing the discussions
on fede r al grant proposals and the departmental library
question. In addition to these major issues of importance, there have been considerations of student requests
for assistance in library matters, faculty member requests
for i mproved services, questions regarding the assignment
and use of the closed study rooms, changes in the fine system
for overdue books, and the allocation of funds for book and
periodical purchases provided by the regular University
budget . Each of these items will be discussed in some detail in the following report.
"In 1964 the Library Committee recommended that
Zimmerman Library begin using the Library of Congress
system of classification for all new book purchases after
July, 1964 . This meant a change from the Dewey classification system which had been in use since the library was
founded. At the time that this change in system was inaugurated it was emphasized that at some time in the future an
additional allocation of funds would be necessary to begin
the process of reclassifying books from the Dewey classif ication to the new Library of Congress classification. The
Library Committee passed the following recommendation at its
meeting of May 5, 196 7:
' Inasmuch as the Library of Congress system was
instituted in ·the library in July, 1964, the committee
believes that it is a matter of great urgency that
immediate steps be taken to begin reclassification of
books in the Dewey system. The committee strongly
recommends the provision of a special bud~e~ of.
,
$21,ooo . oo for 1967-1968 to begin reclassification.
"This is one type of expense which is not covered by
Provisions of the Federal grants for which application has
been made .
"fu?ecific actions of the committee.
· · ns on circu1 . Circulation policy : Three d ~cisio
. h
;ation policy were made by the Library Committee for whic .
aupport of the faculty is requested by the approval of this
nnua1 report .
. d' als for which departments
h
a. current per 10 ic
d b the
ave requested advanced routing will be governe
Y
following routing system:
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(1). 'Journals will be routed to the
Department Chairman or Secretary.' .
(2). Journals are to be sent from the
Library to the department, and are to be returned no
later than two weeks after they are routed .
••• The journal is to come back
to the Library between departments •
••• Violators of these provisions
will be notified of their violation and if the practice
continues the department will be dropped from the
routing system. '
(3)
The University Librarian is authorized to limit the number of titles routed to a
department. •
b.
Bound and unbound , non-current periodicals are to circulate for three days to faculty and
graduate students. Graduate students have borrowing
privileges when their student activity cards have been
properly validated by stamping in the Librarian's office.
c.
'Books charged out during a semester will
be due at the end of that semester. Books may be renewed
for one additional semester. After a faculty member has
held a book for two weeks he will be asked to return i t
if the Library has received a request for the book from
another person. If a faculty member does not return a
book at the end of a particular semester or upon request
and does not renew it the Library will order a replacement copy and charge it to the Department's book allocation.'
•

2.
Federal funds have been made available to
1.
ibraries applying for such assistance under Public Law 89- 329 ,
as amended.
In an effort to take advantage of such funds as
be available to the University of New Mexico libraries ,
d. e Sub-conunittee on Federal Grants prepared with David Kelley's
Uirection and assistance applications for a total of $310 , 695.00.
nder
the date line of December
'
°" · cir·
l
16 1966, Garo Antreiian
cu atea to all deans and ..<epartmenfal ~airmen a memorandum
explai ·
jlJ~
./""
·
· t
ance .ning the various types of grants and requesting assis Th in preparing a list of proposals for the grant request.
de~artmental suggestions were assembled and.the grant
ana cations completed by David Kelley' Vice-President Heady'
Man the conunittee. We are awaiting the awarding of th~ funds.
by y members of the faculty responded to the request circulat ed
be the Librarian and his staff that a list of purchase requests
ass e rnb led and forwarded to the Librarian for use i· f and whe n

::y

ap;~1
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the funds are made available. There is no guarantee that
we will receive all of the funds but we should be prepared
to spend those funds received during the period assigned by
the federal government. Your assistance is needed between
now and the time such funds are assigned to the University
of New Mexico •
. 3.
Departmental allocations of library funds
provided by the University budget have been approved by
the Library Comrni ttee and are to be discussed with the
Academic Vice-President during the next week. When these
allocations have been approved, departmental chairmen will
be advised of the library funds available for the 1967-1968
academic year. Total funds for departmental allocations,
exclusive of periodical funds, are $139,500.00.
"At the beginning of the second semester, the remodeled
original section of Zimmerman Library was opened for use of
faculty and students. If you have not had the opportunity
to visit the New Reserve Room, The Honors Center, The Thomas
Bell Room for rare books, The Clinton P. Anderson Room, or
the remodeled Coronado Room, take a few moments to visit
these rooms and stop by the special tutorial cubicles that
are used regularly, the blind students study room, or the.
enlarged Map Room. Study space was increased by the opening
of the remodeled original building.
"Final action of the Library committee for the 1966-1967
~cademic year involved changes in rates for overdue bo~ks and
~ournals and assignment of the closed studies made availabl:
the new addition to the library. The following chang:s. in
ine rates were approved by the committee to match the rising
cost 8 prevalent in the modern world and the seeming
·
· d i· f in
ference of some borrowers to the needs of other students:
The.present rate on 2-week books of 5 cents per day to a
maximum of $5.00 is recommended to be changed to 25 cents
day to a maximum of $10.00; 3-day books and journals,
a:om 15 cents per day to a maximum of $7. 50 t~ 50 cents per
to a maximum of $10.00; 2-hour books and Journals.from
cents for the first hour or fraction thereof and five
~:n~s for each additional hour or fraction thereof to a
t ximum of $7 • 50 to 25 cents per hour or fraction thereof,
o a ma .
xi.mum of $10.00.

t

rr

1/
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"Graduate students at the Ph.D. level having need for
a closed study will have the opportunity to apply for on
of the locked study rooms during the coming year on a
first come first served basis. The Library Committee vot d
to make available to both faculty and Ph.D. candidates on
a one-semester basis, locked studies on the four floor of
he new addition.
"The work of the Library Committee is by no means
completed for the year. There is the problem of allo ting
he Federal grant funds when they are made available. Th
assistance already given by you as members of the faculty
will assist in this work. We contemplate meeting several
times during the remainder of the present semester to complete the work of allocation and the continuation of th
discus aion on departmental libraries."

I move the approval of this lengthy Library Committ
Report, Mr. President.
POPEJ(l{

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR EDGEL
POPEJOY

Second.

Any questions?

DEAN SPRINGER

What is the decision date on the applic:at ions
·
for the federal funds?
CHREIST

Mr. Kelley, can you ••• ?

PROFESSOR KELLEY The applications had to be in April
st. There is no decision date on when we get the gr nt
just waiting -- but they have to be spent byf~un~ 3oth.
1
Just guessing that we might get the grant the irs of
une, which will give us one month to spend it if we get all

ar:

e ask for -- $310,000.00.

POPEJOY

Any other questions?

•• Are you ready to

Vote?
MEMBER

t.

Que7ron.

POPEJOY All those in favor of accepting the annu 1 ,.
report of the Library committee, indicate by saying "aye
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FACULTY

Aye •

•

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. Item 4 is a proposal
for a new Faculty-Administrative Committee on Computer use.
Professor Alexander.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER I think this is going to be
very easy. Since I sent this information to Mr . Durrie
for the agenda, some questions have come my way which
apparently need further consideration by the Policy Committee, and so I don't think it is necessary even for me
to make a motion. I simply ask your permission to place
this on the agenda for the next meeting and to defer it
until then .

Committee on
Computer Use

POPEJOY Let me say, by way of explanation, that it
was I who made the request in regard to postponement in
order that we could talk to the Policy Committee a bit in
regard to the part which relates to the computer, or
whatever division is located in the College of Education
complex .
ALEXANDER

Data processing.

POPEJOY Data processing, yes . In that connection,
I believe that we will be able to talk to the committee
sufficiently in advance of the next meeting of the Faculty
so that the group can react before the academic year is
out. The next item 5 is a recommendation from the
P~licy Committee relative to university committee classificat ion.
·
Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER As you know, the Policy committee has
~~rked this year in reconciling certain discrepancies
._
tween the committee statements in the new student consti
tution 0 f last spring and in our
By- 1 aws. This work
~~ought to my attention the fact that we have a rathe:
o~alous group of committees and, under the old heading
0
f Facu l ty Standing Committees'" we had what seemed to ~e
at least three quite distinct classifications or categories
~ommittees. So, bringing this to our attentio~, the licy Committee approved the following statement. Where
ever
· · t of a .
co . the Faculty has an interest in the activi
conun7ttee, that committee should be referred t~Aa standing
Inrnittee of the Faculty except for those committees that
are cl
· · t tion or to
early responsible only to the Adm1nis ra

;!

Reclassificat.in
of Standing
Committees
and Other
Committees
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the students. With that in mind, I would like to move
that the list of conunittees on the 5th page of the agenda
here, including all committees listed under A, B and C,
whether now starred or not, be included under Faculty
Standing Committees for the future. The Committee on
Computer Use will go into the grouping here assigned to
it -- of course, when and if we approve it at our next
meeting -- but, except for tha t one, the other commit tees
I believe should go as indicated here. I will so move.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
POPEJOY

Second.

There has been a second.

Any questions?

LADMAN What about the Committee on Radiological
Control? Where is it?
ALEXANDER First we had it under classificat i on B.
There are two members o f that co~ittee on the Policy
Committee, Dr. Solomon and Dr. K~. They both decided,
after some consideration in the committee itself, that it
w~uld better be moved to category D, Administrative Committees, even though members happened to be faculty
members appointed for this particular job. I don't
believe I know the exact reason for this but it was
discussed, for example, whether it is in substance a
rather ad hoc committee doing a particular job and there
was. some uncertainty at this time, which would b: forthcoming from the decision of the committee, I believe.
Perhaps someone else can elucidate further·
POPEJOY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL Basically it played more the role of an
administrative committee despite the fact it had faculty
~n it. It is answerable to administration. Really there
~s no reason, on Radiological Control, that the Fac~lty
ould have to be 1 k.
. t
the work of that committee.
Th t
oo ing in o
a was the reason we dropped that•
ALEXANDER

Thank you.

DR. SMITH Mr Presi'dent may I ask professor Alexander
•
'
· ttee I
th
With respect to the campus Planning commi
'
ld
ought the minutes showed the decision that t h ere wou
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be no advantage or point in having that a standing com-

mittee of the faculty, but I see it listed.
ALEXANDER Our decision on that was that it came
under the description of the function of faculty standing
committees which I read a few minutes ago and since it
had as many members assigned to it as, say, does the
Administrative Committee which for a long time has been
so listed, that it certainly fits in that category of
faculty and administrative committees which are advisoryadministrative. It was our judgment, therefore, it should
be stated in that category again even though we took out,
in effect, another committee of a similar sort a few years
ago, but it is so analagous to so many of these other
committees it would be in a rather unique position if we
didn't put it here.
PROFESSOR CLEMENTS Is there a place there somewhere
for the Campus Committee on Safety?
POPEJOY

There is such a committee, I believe.

CLEMENTS Yes, and we are trying to promote it, but
I don't see it in the group.

j

ALEXANDER It may be I was not aware of the committee.
There are many administrative and student committees which
I have on another list and I may have bad that so listed.
At ~ome future time the Policy committee is desirous of
ha~ing information about conunittees under D, E, F and G.
T~is is simply passed out to the Faculty for their information. We didn't have time to do that this time· 1 am so
sorry that one does not appear in the list at all. could
You recommend where it ought to be?
CLEMENTS

Yes.

Could I give this information to you?

ALEXANDER Please do. .I would be happy to put it in
the proper place.
I think it is just an oversight.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Are you ready to vote?
Question.
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POPEJOY

All in favor of the motion, indicate by saying

•aye . 11
FACULTY

Aye •

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried .
report from Professor Alexander.

Item No. 6 is also a

DEAN LAVENDER
President Popejoy, may I begin? I am
also scheduled and I would like to begin. You may remernb r
about a year ago this time the Faculty was presented with an
elaborate Student Constitution. Following a lengthy disa1ssion , it was approved with certain reservations. Th
related particularly to student committees that were li t d
in the Constitution that had some variation from the Faculty
By-laws in which the same committee was mentioned. Thi
action resulted in the students functioning this year und r
kind of a half constitution. And I might say they function d
fairly well with half a constitution . But throughout th
year Professor Alexander and Professor Castonguay and
Professor Selinger have been working with the student to
reconcile the differences, and the results of that work r
presented here . This is what this is, mostly. I would 1 ·k
~o take this opportunity , Mr. President, to express thank
rom the students and the Dean of students to this committee
for their tireless work and their contribution to the perfect·ion of the Student Constitution. We hope it
· is
· now
ready to be printed in some official form and that it wil
last a few years at least before the students are desirou
of c h ang1.ng
.
'
'
it again
.

N~w I would like just to go through this briefly with
you, without reading it
Then any questions, related
questions;that are not immediately Professor Alexander's
/ncern , I will be glad t o try to answer• Most of the
onstitution was worked over again . You see from page 6
that almost every article has been amended somewhat. The
xten sive
·
amendments are the ones Professor Alexand er will
alk about. Article I is not amended. Article II has ~
lI~l~ addition that has to do with student rights. Article
1.s the Legislative Branch and there are a few change
pr~~sed here since last year . These are pr~nted and I. am d
You have read them
Beginning with Article IV entitle
ecutive Branch, as pointed out in the not~Articles IV and V

0
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of the old Constitution have been reorganized into Articles IV, V and VI. The Executive Branch has been rewritten
in its entirety and divided into two parts. Article v
now is really a part of old Article IV. Then the executive
branch of the government is more clearly defined in the new
dition but there are really no significant changes in
e
form of the Constitution which you approved last year.
The structure remains the same. Article V constitutes
the executive agencies and this is where the major chang s
have occurred. I will mention each of these briefly and
then Professor Alexander can give you greater detail.
The Student Publications Board, Professor Alexander
will discuss. The Student Radio Board, there is nothing
new not in the old constitution you approved last year and
there is no necessity for your acting on anything with
reference to it this year. The Student Affairs Committ e,
Professor Alexander will discuss; the Committee on th
University, Professor Alexander will discuss. The Board
of the New Mexico Union was in this form last year so there
are no changes for you to consider at this time. Section
6, Intramural and Recreation Board, was inadvertantly 1 ft
out last year. The students thought it was in the Con titution but in the printed form it was left out, so this
Board you would be approving for the first t · e if you.
:tprove i~ today. Section 7 is new. A New Stud~nt ~r1entaon.comm1ttee is proposed this year. The function is
ntioned and the proposed membership does include fac~lty .
_embers . Section 8 you approved last year. The word Af:airs
is.added to the title to more clearly designate the function.
This committee is concerning itself with the proposed International Center about which there has been a considerable
. ount of publicity this year. The cultural Program comw~ttee. section has been changed, and Professor Al~xander
i~ll discuss that. The Speakers Committee, I.belie~e there
an no change . The Popular Entertainment committee. is. actually
h·offshoot of the cultural Program committee. This is ne
t is Year and you are asked to consider this for approva~ •
ormerly this was done through the cultural Program committee
and the students found this a cumbersome way to get the popular
enterta 1·
d t O f 0 rm nother com.
nment they wanted. They decide
ittee f
.
.
h
are no faculty on
h
or this purpose
believe t ere
.e
pular Eintertainrn¥~1if ut there are on the Speakers coml!tee. I don't know whe~her this has any sign~ficance or '
-- probably does. The Rally committee was in last year
11

'Fo
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constitution with faculty members on it but, at the
request of faculty members on it -- their suggestion,
rather -- the faculty members were taken off. It seemed
inappropriate for them to concern themselves with Fiesta
and Homecoming. The Union Program Directorate was
included as part of the Union Board. It was formerly
a separate committee and now has been taken out and
replaced as a separate board. This in their wisdom
the students decided worked better as reporting directly
to the student body rather than the Union Board. It
does not have faculty members on it either. The
National Student Association Committee was in last
year and I believe is not up for reconsideration. The
Programming Committee is in a new form this year, trying
to coordinate some of the committees already formed.
This next part, Article VI, the Judicial Branch ,
is the crucial one. It was the crucial one last year
when you passed the constitution with reservations.
The reservations especially had to do with the work
of the Student Standards Committee, and Professor
Alexander will discuss these at this time.
Mr. President, I would like to move that these
changes in the Student Constitution be adopted by the
Faculty, and request that Professor Alexander be given
the opportunity to speak first to the motion.
ALEXANDER I will second that motion, just to
get the formal part out of the way here.
POPEJOY

Do you want to start now?

ALEXANDER
to the committees Dean
~avender mentioned, lway I am discovering new ~hings
in this committee business every time I look at it and
I J·u 5 t d iscovered
·
.
something
when Dean Lav ender presented
it to us, namely, that the students had~ committee th~~
I should have included in that list you JUSt approved
~his thing called a Speakers committee would ~ave go~e
in that category that had faculty members nominated ~
the p0 1 .
't ·nd r would like
icy Committee so, if you don
mi '
approval to include that one with the other committees
of a comparable sort.
MR. DURRIE

Is that under A?
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ALEXANDER
MR. DURRIE

No.

C.

All right.

ALEXANDER Now, with regard to these corrunittees,
starting in Article V of the Constitution, the students
by themselves and other.S working with me set up, in kind
of a three-fold form, the old student version, the ol
faculty version, and a proposed version. They have
adopted, I might say, the proposed version of the
faculty in consultation with the students and written
it into the Constitution so that most of these stat m nt
that we read here are the result of this sort of proc
dure .
The old faculty version is put in aft r th
Student Constitution on this page for the sake of
parison only, in case you want to refer back to it.
This is for four of those committees, the Student
Publications Board, the student Standards committ
the Committee on The University, and the cultural Progr m
Committee. That one was passed out as you came into th
meeting today. There is a word which I didn't d t ct a
being a wrong word until just this moment. As you red
down the Student Publications Board -- the stude t
incidentally, wanted very much on that one to have a
rather odd statement there which read as follow:
The Board shall allow no abridgement of free expr
sion.
I got ~em to modify this to the state,. t .h
end of function A: readr, 11 • • formulate ov~rall polic~
for student publications, including especial7Y a pol Y
of the freest possible expression constant with good
taste." I believe the word is "consonant' and was
abbreviated unintentionally so if you will establish
an extra syllable there, please. With that changed,
the statement is as I worked it out with them. The .
Board shall consist of an administrative repre~entat:ve
-- and I believe the constitution of that committee is
as 't
f ·t
In ffect
1
was in the previous statement o 1 •
there is no change on the constitution of it.
II

I

11

The students of course, are interested in th
w~y in which their m~mbers are placed upon these co mittees . It is in their Constitution that the studen
Body President appoints all of the members ex ept the
I
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Senators and that, for some reason, the Vice-President
of the Student Body appoints the Senators, so when it
says, "one of whom shall be a Senator," this automatically indicates it is the Vice-President and no t the
President doing the appointing.
The Student Radio Board and the Student Publications Board are parallel throughout,both with regard
to function and with regard to membership so that you
will see there that qills same allotment of individuals.
The managers of these agencies are there ex-officio.
I might explain that we found it necessary to designat
not only ex-officio, but whether ex-officio would or
would not have votes because although the Policy Committee a year ago decided that ex-officio members do
not have votes, a question arose this year from some
of our regular members as to whether people who hav
positions in the University, such as the Dean of the
Graduate School, aren't really ex-officio and should
not have a vote. Rather than get into a great deal of
difficulty over who does and does not have votes in
committee, we deemed it wiser simply to follow the
student practice here of specifying both ex-officio
and whether a person does or does not have a vote.
So that explains why we say ex-officio, without a vot ·
On the Student Affairs committee we saw no
reason why the students should not have their desire
of having the chairman one of them. This changes the
chairmanship of that committee, if you will notice,.
from the Dean of Students who has previously been its
chairman, to one of the s~udent members . I was apparently agreeable to Dean Lavender to do it this way and
as long as he was obviously there and the cormnittee
was advisory to him there would be no reason why the
student chairman would not work just as well. Do you
care to say anything about this?
LAVENDER

No, I don't think it is necessary.

ALEXANDER If you have any questions I hope
you r ·
'll be a little h ard
aise them as we proceed. It w1
.
to go back . The Committee on the university recei~ed
t he greatest arrount of attention . The Polic~ c~rnmittee
fo~nd that the Committee on the University~ in its .
opinion, had not been fulfilling the functi on f or which
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•

•

it was intended, so we reviewed the function of that
committee rather carefully and we reviewed the composition of that committee and we expressly paid
attention to the chairmanship of that ommittee •
This was the point at greatest issue ,...
urselves
and the students who, for a long time, insisted
rather forcefully that the Committee on the University should have a student chairman, but we finally
prevailed through a compromise which you will see a
the end of the second paragraph on that committee.
"The committee shall elect its chairman from among
the faculty members by secret ballot. Short biographical sketches of the faculty members shall b
provided to the membership of the committee • • • "
and so on. The students had the image of some fuddy
duddy old professor being chairman and not having
enough gumption to get up and do anything. We had
the opposite image of some rather easy going freeminded student not paying attention to the job, who
would not be able to carry through the kind of ta k of
research and inquiry that this job requires, so thi
is the product again of a compromise. The restatemen
of the functions of the committee, I believe, are
simply expressed, perhaps in more detail and with mor
eloquence
it originally was intended to do. If
you have any questions on that one, I will be glad to
consider them.
The only other one that needs consid:ration .
here is the cultural Program committee and if you will
compare that with the statement on the sheet that was
P~ssed out today, you will notice that the chief
difference here is that the composition of the committee now includes a student chairman although the
Dean of Students will remain as the executive secre:
tary since a person on this committee needs to be with
enough administrative prestige to write checks and
ht
. .
h
invite important guests to the campus. Wet oug
that the executive secretary status of the Dean of
Students would be enough for this and he seemed to
think so.
.
this campus have
The functions of programming on
·t
been mushroom1·ng
·aerablY and the Speakers commi consi
r
·
and the
tee, the 'J1opular fintertainrnent
'COrnmittee,
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~
'tt ee wh'ich you Just
.
. the Student
ProgramAComrni
saw in
Constitution are very recent additions, I believe.
In order to bring some kind of order out of this area
of our activity on the campus, the Programming Committee
then becomes rather a super cultural programming committee involving this one chairman and the chairmen of
the other committees, as it is so designed in this n
Constitution. Any questions on that one?
LAVENDER Professor Alexander, Dean Springer
pointed out a misnomer in Section 7, Mr. Slaven's titl
being changed to Director of International Service,
and I would like to amend Section 7 to correctly call
Mr . Slaven Director of International Services.
ALEXANDER Well, should I make that as an am ndment to the general motion?

I presume so .

LAVENDER

However you want to do

it.
ALEXANDER
LAVENDER

Why don't we • • •
Just incorporate it?

ALEXANDER Yes . These changes come along so
rapidly , this whole procedure will be undergoing thi
sort of flux all year . All right, then, with the understanding that the title of Foreign Student Adviser -- no,
I'm sorry •••
DURRIE

That's right .

LAVENDER

That's right.

Section 7.

• gn Student
1.
F
ALEXANDER Yes . Also in Section 8, ~re
Adviser will have a change of title written in.

SMITH In the same incomparable vein, Pr~fessor
Alexander, under the Board of the New Mexico uni~n,
Section 5, I note this language under paragrap~ '
". • • five student members, including the chairman~t
W'th
·
I · 1 th
1
out vote except in the case of a tie.
• •
that th
vote except 1n
e
e chairman, I suppose, has no
case of a tie?
11
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ALEXANDER I am assuming so. The students
worded it this way in all committees and I don't know
why they wanted the chairman to have no vote except
in the case of a tie.
SMITH As I read it, it could mean tha t none of
the five students would have a vote except in the case
of a tie.
ALEXANDER Would you care to recommend to the
students that they include the wording that the chairm n
has no vote except in case of a tie?
DURRIE

Yes.

ALEXANDER

We will rephrase that one.

Any other?

SMITH On the preceding page, under the Studen
Affairs Committee, in Section 3, why is it necessary to
include in parentheses "Director of Student Affairs?"
DURRIE

That is a former title.

ALEXANDER Yes. I don't think it is any mor •
The students incorporated that themselves, I think, to
avoid their own confusion in regard to titles.
SMITH
DURRIE

It appears again in B of the next page.
Let's just remove it.

ALEXANDER Yes let's just remove it, and suggest
that the students inf~rm themselves about titles.
LAVENDER
DURRIE

I don't think I asked them why

We don't need it.

LAVENDER

No.

ALEXANDER Any other recommendations we need to
make? With regard to the last one, the Student s~an::~ds
Committee, Professor Selinger did the major work in
is
one, working with the students and presenting to the
Policy Committee a statement which appears as proposei
amendments in the Student standards policy. You may now,

Amendments
studen
standards
Policy

0
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some of you, and some of you may not, that -- I think it
was in 1964 -- the Faculty approved a rather lengthy statement called the Student Standards Policy. This set of
proposed amendments, then, would be amendments to that
statement we approved earlier and it is presented here
in the usual way, with the old portions deleted and
the new portions underlined, so that you may see what
the changes are.
Now this does not coincide -- this is the only
part that will not coincide in language with the student
version, Article VI, but Professor Selinger assures us
that there is no substantive difference between the
two versions, but in case an interpretation arises -if a case arises which does produce some conflict in
interpretation -- put it that way -- then we are
recommending that the faculty version supercede the
student version still. We hope this does not happen,
however. Would you care to say anything on this, Carl?
PROFESSOR SELINGER
tion very well.

No, that explains the situa-

ALEXANDER It would be rather tedious to go
through the whole document at this time. If you care
to take our word for it, that this is what we did, we
would be very happy to have you do so; howe~er, w~
certainly don't want to terminate your consideration
of the issue if some matter comes out in the future
that would make us out to be more optimistic than we
should about it.
POPEJOY

How do you propose to leave it, then?

ALEXANDER What we are proposing is that we
approve the amended instead of the student version.
POPEJOY

Which is?

ALEXANDER or we could actually, on motion -Dean Lavender's motion was to approve the whole student
Ver sion,
·
so what we are really proposi·ng is that. weh'
~~ve the whole student version except that, int 15
~D-~~~---.~~·
.
ies 6, should any dispute
ever ar ise then the d
language of the revision given later on the propose
amendments in the Student Standards Policy shoul~ preva·1
lear motion out
1 •
I am not sure that this makes a c
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of it but that is our intent anyway. If somebody can
reword the motion in more succinct fashion I will b
happy.
MEMBER

Which section?

ALEXANDER Article VI. And we should pprove
Article VI of the Student Constitution at this time
with the proviso that if, in the future, any differ nc
of opinion should arise between that interpretation h
stated and the one stated in the amendments offered la
to our previous document, that this document would th n
be the prevailing one. Is that clear now?
POPEJOY Are you referring to Section 3 of th
Student Constitution? The Student Standards Corcunit
DORRIE

?

Article VI.

ALEXANDER No, the whole Article VI, of whi h
Section 3 is only a portion, though I am not sure h
the rest of it
Carl, does the rest of it get in
volved, beside the portion ••• ?
SELINGER I don't believe so.
Standards Committee.

Just the Stud n

ALEXANDER Then just Section 3 of Artic~e V: i
really all that is in question as possibly co ing into
dispute here.
MEMBER In the discussion of the membership of
the Student Standards committee it indicates four me er
of the student body and that at least one be a woman. 1
assume the purpose is to make sure that the student hav
both sexes represented. It seems to be based on th
assumption it is inconceivable that the student body
would pick all women. I think maybe we might mak: the
suggestion that the wording be something such as not all
of the same sex.~
ALEXANDER

Do you want to answer that, earl?

SELINGER The particular language used i~ ex_li able only as a matter of history. I have no obJection o i t .
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ALEXANDER I have no objection. In fact, we tried
to sell the students on that idea but we had a hard
time having them keep one woman. They wanted to get
rid of t he women and ·this took some doing to keep this
one female on the committee as our statement previously
had it. So I don't mind. I would be very happy. We
suggested the very thing you mentioned to t hem, t hat
it might be some day that some group would choose to
have all women but they seem to think this so unlikely
and so preposterous as to discount it completely.
MEMBER

Question.

LAVENDER

The question has been called for.

POPEJOY

Does that finish your explanations?

PROFESSOR VREELAND Could I ask one question?
Actually this is going back to the Cultural Program
Corrunittee. I am just curious why, of the four arts in-/.&..
fine Arts
college
Architecture is omitted. Art,
Drama and Music are ali represented and this will be a
rotating thing. I can see there isn't place for more
than eight.
LAVENDER In the new statement there is no reference
to department.
VREELAND In the new statement Architecture is
excluded. It seems quite pointed.
LAVENDER

In the new statement?

ALEXANDER
old statement.
VREELAND
DURRIE

You are in the wrong place.

That is t he

I was handed that when I came in.
That is for reference.

ALEXANDER That is just for reference.
statement appears in the Constitution.
VREELAND

I was confused.

Excuse me.

The new
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SPRINGER Mr. President, I don't mean to prolong the discussion here but, in reference to the
Student Standards Committee, I would interpret it
-- and I am not -recommending this be changed -- but
I would interpret it in the usual way, that since
graduate students are not specifically included,
such as the one woman who is, I would say that graduate students should not be bound by this provision
of the Constitution, and I wish to make this a matter
of record.
ALEXANDER I don't believe the distinction
between graduate and non graduate students entered
into the consideration except when it came to the
personnel on the Committee on the University, and
there it was written in. It probably was assumed
throughout, though I could be wrong, that when it
said "student," it meant any student, graduate or
undergraduate.
SPRINGER Well, why is student body capitalized,
for instance, under B. What is the meaning of this?
ALEXANDER
where are you?
SPRINGER

Where?

Let's see, Dean Springer,

Section 3 of Article V.

LAVENDER I might answer that, in part, by
reading the definition of student in the constitution.
(Dean Lavender reads the definition.)
SPRINGER

II

Is this what is meant by Student Body?

LAVENDER I would assume so since the word
t
8 udent" is capitalized.
SPRINGER

"Body" is also, but I don't know why.

I think these are students talking
They are
about those that have paid the activity fee.
governed by the Constitution.
ALEXANDER

are

SPRI~ER Does this imply if you don't buy you
a as committee?
not governed by the Student Stan ar
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ALEXANDER
pret it later.
MEMBER

Let's don't raise that.

Question.

Let's inter-

Question.

SMITH Mr. Chairman, I think Dean Springer
raised an important point. I would ask whether so e
two thousand graduate students are immune to disci linary action because they are graduate students. Conversely, do they have no right of appeal on matter
which undergraduate students can make appeal about1
Are they denied rights which the Student Standard
Policy guarantees undergraduates?
PROFESSOR HUBER I would like to add a group.
Students taking less than a certain number of hour
not required to have an activity ticket. Does thi
that they are immune as well? I question the u
words "Student Body," capitalized, if it has come o
mean a member of the Associat
Students. I w uld
also like to raise the question, who is an offic· l of
the University? Does this include faculty member ? I
it does, do you mean in there to change the policy, or
dishonor the academic policy where a professor is g:v n
the unilateral right to assign a grade of F? Th t
statement of policy of this Faculty. If he is a univ rsity official then this could be appealed. We w uld
have to defend that action. I don't take the po ition
of what, or what not, to do but I raise the question
before the fact.
ALEXANDER
DURRIE

Where is the word used?

Sixth line down.

ALEXANDER This was raised in Policy Commit
and we solved the matter there by the little ruse that
1 gave you earlier, namely, of deciding to reconun nd
the revised statement and our previous statement as
superceding this document wherever there should be any
Point of conflict.
HUBER
ment.

Is this your statement?

ALEXANDER

Not ours.

That is the student

a
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HUBER

Then what is proposed?

LAVENDER

It is your statement.

ALEXANDER Oh, I'm sorry. The Student St ndards Committee -- is that our statement?
LAVENDER
HUBER

Also.

That is your statement.

That is th

one.
ALEXANDER But the paragraph you are looking a
involves the words, "nor any other form of censur or
action," and this was strongly objected to by cer 1n
members of the Policy Committee for the very reason
you have indicated, namely, it would mean we teach r
might be called before the Student Standards Commi
for having given an For having kicked a fellow ou o
class who was caught cheating, and we couldn't d cid
this. We didn't want to go back and recommend ha h
the students change their wording, which includ d d w
words, "any form of censure or act ion, " and in t
o r
would simply come here and recommend the change
own previous statement as being the one to superced
this if there were a dispute of this kind.
HUBER

Are we looking at the same page?

ALEXANDER we have looked at two different
things. This is the second version, "Proposed Amendments in the Student standards Policy,' and it co e a
little later, and you will find there we have underlinin
..i:

and deletions •
SMITH Mr. chairman, what is called "Proposed
Amendments in the student standards Policy" repres nt
part of the policy adopted by this Faculty.some.tie
back. I think it includes only those section intended to be amended.
ALEXANDER

That's right.

r
HUBER But nowhere in this whole bundle ~f P t i l
re tre items of the student standards Policy which d
the procedures and the jurisdiction •.•
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LAVENDER

Which remain unchanged.

HUBER Well, perhaps so, but under Section 3
back in Article VI of the proposed Student Constitution, on which we are supposed to vote, the very
bottom of that page, I read, "Details of committee
procedure not prescribed by this Constitution, by
the Faculty Constitution, or by joint Student-Faculty
legislation, shall be the responsibility of the committee itself ", which I could construe to be a
repealer of the faculty policy for the Student
Standards Committee because that was neither the
Faculty Constitution, this Constitution, nor joint
student-faculty legislation.
LAVENDER I think the assumption is that
the Faculty Constitution would refer to that, so
maybe it ought to be made to read that it does refer
to it.
HUBER The Faculty Constitution doesn't refer
to i t and I am worried about sharp little student
lawyers. A technical interpretation, as I say,
would mean that the committee, under this document,
would make its own rules starting now.
POPEJOY

Professor Selinger?

SELINGER I think there are several problems
here. I think that the Faculty should realize exa?tly
w~at the Policy Committee set out to do in connection
with the Student standards committee. What the
Policy Committee set out to do was to simply work
out an accommodation with the students on various
matters in which what they wanted and what they had.
·
·
· t t · on with
either previously written into their Consti u 1
reference to the Student standards conunittee, or what
they wanted to have in their constitution in reference
to the Student Standards committee, conflicted with the
Student Standards policy. Now I think we have worked
out those problems.
Now the fact that we have not worked out a
nu~er of other knotty problems which existed :~d have
existed from the time we originally adopted th
bl
Student Standards Policy -- in other words, the pro em
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of graduate students, and so on, the problem of
discipline by way of grading, all of these problems
have existed, and .h ave been just as serious as they
are this moment, for the last several years. I
think these problems probably ought to be worked
out but that was quite a different kind of matter
than the one to which the Policy Committee directed
its attention, so I think we can go on ahead and
take care of the conflict, if any should arise,
because we would be exactly where we have been for
two years. Maybe the Student Affairs Committee or
some other appropriate committee could look into
the long standing difficulties about graduate students, about discipline by way of grading, or the
problem Sherman just mentioned.
Perhaps there is a misapprehension here.
In talking with the students it seemed to be understood -- and this might just not be so -- but it
seemed to be understood at the time the Student
Standards Policy was worked out by a joint committee
of faculty members and students -- and I think that
was a joint committee -- that at the time that policy
was originally worked out that it was, in fact,
adopted by the then student legislative body so that
this was, in effect, having been adopted by us and
having been adopted by whatever was at that time
the student legislative body, we had in substance
a joint faculty-student legislation which would
continue all of the procedures now set forth in
the Student Standards Policy. That might be a
mistaken assumption, but that was the assumption
on Which we let that language go, Sherman.
SMITH Well, I would only say that long
experience would indicate that student government
has no history and no memory.
LAVENDER
this comment.

Two years' experience would confirm

SMITH No. I don't mean to be facetious.
Seriously, we are not dealing with student government Which is renewed and replenished each year,
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but with a green outfit. You have to deal in
terms with what is written down, nailed down, not
in terms of understandings, assumptions and agreements, because they don't obtain. This is the
charm of student government but it is also its
greatest handicap.
POPEJOY Do you have any proposal you would
like to make, Dr. Smith?
SMITH Well, my proposal, I think here,
would be that the reference -- well, my proposal
would be that this statement might say something
like this, "Details of committee procedure not
prescribed by this constitution will be as describ d
in the Students Standards Bolicy adopted by the
Faculty such and such year." The Faculty Constitution is irrelevant. It has nothing to say about
the Student Standards Policy.
ALEXANDER
an amendment?
SMITH

would you care to make that as

I do.

ALEXANDER

I will second it.

POPEJOY I think we had better vote on thi
one. The pthers have been informal and there wasn't
much oppo~ion, if any, but there does seem to be
some division, perhaps, on this issue. Do you understand the motion? Would you restate it?
SMITH

I will try.

DURRIE I have it down. This is under the
Student Constitution Paragraph C of Section 3 ,
Article VI. "Detail~ of committee procedure not. d
prescribed by this constitution will be as describe
in the Student Standards Policy adopted by the Faculty
on such and such a date'" -- whenever it was. I am not
sure.
.
h' k'ng out loud, ut
COTTRELL I am partially tin 1
f
I Wonder if there is some advantage, as Faculty, o our
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revising the f aculty version as we propose of
several pages and not approving, as of today, the
student version which has raised many questions,
but where we feel this would take precedence, as
we said first here, if there is conflict, and that
the Policy Committee -- I hate to say this to Carl
and Hubert -- but the Policy Committee again try to
iron these out. In the light of their statement
that they have to go back and review all of their
Constitution anyway and, furthermore, the question
brought up by Dean Springer relative to certain
difficulties with regard to graduate students, I
wonder if they couldn't talk it out with the students and, in the meantime, the Faculty's revised
version would be a statement of Student Stardards
Policy.
POPEJOY

Are you prepared to do this?

COTTRELL I am speaking of this partly as
there is an amendment here, and I am speaking this
partly to say that this amendment to the motion to
accept that part of their Constitution -- that we
might just strike that whole thing for today.
ALEXANDER

You are talking about just Section

3?

COTTRELL Of theirs. Where it has "conflic~
with ours" -- the one that couldn't be ironed out in
Policy Committee. Anyway, there are some pr~cedural
details where they differ and I don't think it would
make a lot of difference.
ALEXANDER Except for the question that Dean
Springer raised about graduate students and who constitutes the student body here ,,,l't seems to me t~at
w
)
1·
the line
e are really only concerned with one ine'
tion ..
that contains "or any other form of censure or ac
.
Th·
·
d 1·an' t want
is is the one that the Policy committee
to approve in itself.
COTTRELL
ALEXANDER
specify here.

This is right.
Except under the conditions we
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HUBER Hubert, if I may -- you keep going back
to the censure line. I am going to look at the fir t
part of the sentence, "Any student who feels that he
has been unjustly disciplined by any other ca pus
board or committee or by an official of the University. • •
I don't need the rest of it to bring the
dishonesty in an examination problem into view and I
don't actually believe we should vote on this withou
deciding whether we are overruling the existing policy
or not.
11

ment.

COTTRELL It is in the present faculty st t We are not revising that.
SMITH

It's the same language.

LAVENDER
to appeal?

Isn't this the right a student h

HUBER This is the question I am raisin, th
fact that you see no difference between the stud n
and faculty versions. I am raising it on both v
sions.
ALEXANDER

All right.

HUBER Do you realize this is in there a~d ·
this what you wish to do? That is all I am a~kin~,
and I don't know. The reason I ask the questio~ 1
that students and faculty both come to me and rai.
the question, what is the rule? The teacher assi n
a grade of F: the policy says no appeal, then it ds
says the faculty can report it to student standar
for any further action
This would indicate they
could appeal. I raised this on the floor.two year
ago and that is when it went back to committee.
MEMBER
WOLF

I move we table the motion.
Second.

ALEXANDER May I inquire, a~e we 5 ~ ply t blin
that part which has to do with Article VI! I cert inly
hope we can separate that out.
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POPEJOY
one item.

I believe there was a motion on this

ALEXANDER

Oh.

I'm sorry.

COTI'RELL Is there some reason it couldn't
be brought to the Faculty with these revisions next
faculty meeting?
ALEXANDER
COTTRELL

•

That's •••
I am referring to the whole thing.

ALEXANDER

We can't delay on this any longer.

LAVENDER

I would like to suggest, Mr. Presi-

dent •••
ALEXANDER One thing that disturbs me -- at
least half does. Specific suggestions have been
made, I thought with the understanding that the
Faculty would approve the Constitution today -- to
reword, things of this nature, would be taken into
effect now. We have a motion to amend specifically
certain words. What does this mean -- what does it
indicate about the status of the previous suggestions
made? Why don't we have to make specific amendments
about those?
COTTRELL

Well, change of titles ••••

MEMBER Right. A change in titles and another
on the confusion with reference to the wording about
whether only chairmen were allowed to vote in case
of ties, or a poorly worded phrase.
ALEXANDER May I answer that none of th~s:
a~e substantive changes. They are simply cla~ification to make sure it is understood what is said but,
regarding this last proposal, that is a different
sort
Th
.
.
t t of the document.
•
at is a change in the con en
POPEJOY
second.

There is a motion to table, and a
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SPRINGER

To table what?

MEMBER

I intended to table the original motion.

DURRIE

You can't do that.

ALEXANDER

...

There was -- I'm sorry.

MEMBER With the permission of the second, I wil l
· withdraw the motion. ·
PROFESSOR SELINGER?

.. .

SELINGER This whole question has taken mo
of the time of the faculty Policy committee for th·
entire year . In the course of this time we have had
a number of matters of a great deal more pressin
urgency to deal with and these other matters hav
been put off and put off . I think that we have
already invested many times -- and I speak with o
peevishness myself because it is me personally -a great many other members of the Policy committ
have invested much more time so far than all of t h
possible conflicts that you can foresee in the conceivable future could possibly take of the mem r
of this Faculty. so I think now it is a ma t ter of
the Policy Committee getting on about its busine s,
which is trying to think about problems of great
importance to the Faculty -- we hope. That is why
we are trying to get the matter disposed of . ~ayb
the questions Dean Springer and or . Huber mention d
these are important matters . I simply offer, at
least on my personal behalf, that we have lots of
other things to do and we want to go into these
rn~tters, as Mr . Cottrell suggests, instead of continuing to clog up the Po licy committee week after
week and month after month with amendments tote
Student Constitution . We can find ourselves ~n
substantially the same position we have been in f or
the.last two years , or since the student standard
Policy has been adopted. We are in no great~r d nger
th~n we have been living under since the p~licy as
originally adopted. I suggest we approve it. A o
Sherman's suggestion, we can't amend t he student Con-
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stitution. That's the only trouble. Otherwise I
thought your suggestion fine. But may I suggest
approve the provisions in the Student Constitution
except for item C, which is except for the probl
that Sherman Smith pointed out as far as procedur
goes, that item not being approved in accordanc
ith
the proposed Student Constitution. We approve the
proposed amendments of the Student Standards Policy
as they appear in this page of the agenda -- the
pages aren't numbered so I don't know what .•.•

I second the motion.

LAVENDER
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY There is a motion to approve the
Student Standards Policy as amended. All in favo,
indicate by saying "aye. 11
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried.
clude your report?
ALEXANDER

Does that con-

Yes.

POPEJOY We now have item 7, which i a proposal for a Ph.D. in Business Administration. D n
Springer.
Doc oral
SPRINGER On behalf of the Graduate Co~itt
Progr
in
Mr. President, I would like to recommend to ~hi
Bu n
'A in·
r
Faculty that the proposal for a Ph.D. in Busin
1
Administration as described herein be adopted • .
would like to make two comments on this. The fir t
is that the Graduate Committee debated this ind tai~
at its meeting in April and then, subsequent~y .to atio
was requested by the Faculty of Business Admini
to
k
h" h I wish to call
ma e one small amendment, tow ic
d
your attention, and this small amendment w~s paTh
this morning by the Graduate committee again.
small
ll 't' s on the P
amendment is on page -- we ' i
in Bu
that has, "II . The Proposed Doctoral Program
ness Administration, 11 under paragraph 2 ' and the

0
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language reads:
"The degree program would require a
full-time conunitment on the part of students enrolled, "
and you see there has been made a deletion and that
deletion concerned the word, "basically." The word
"basically" was deleted subsequent to the approval
given by the Graduate Conunittee the firs t time and
it has again been approved by the Graduate Committee,
so I just wanted to call this to your attention.
And the second point I wish to raise is that
I believe Dean Finston wants to speak to this proposal
for a moment.
DEAN FINSTON Just one quick word on the list
of the faculty at the end of the proposal. These
are members of our staff who have the doctorate now,
or who will have it. This inclusion was based on
criteria established by the American Association of
Collegiate Schools of Business as one of the bases
of accreditation of a graduate program •

•

..

. .

DRUMMOND Mr. President, may I ask a question
about item 2 on this same page that Dean Springer
commented on? I assume that this means it would
require a full-time commitment on the part of students enrolled longer than two weeks. I assume it
might, in other words, meet the same standards a~
the Graduate School with reference to this, but it
does not so indicate • The question I then raise
h? is,
for how long? Is there a program of some lengt ·
FINSTON Yes possibly the minimum requirements and the gener~l University regulation ~n the
Ph.D. would have to be met. This would entail the
entire program.
·
'f I may
DRUMMOND I have a second question, . 1
•
On item 4 you indicate entrance by invitation only.
The question I would like to ask is, may students
apply?
FINSTON I think this is a fair assumption
to make. Students would be able to apply but the
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admission would be based on the extending of an
invitation after a review of their qualifications.
DRUMMOND May I ask~ third while you are up,
Howard? On item 6, "The first year of study would
be devoted to several general areas or fields in
which all candidates must demonstrate competence.
Is that the first year of graduate study, or the
first year beyond the master's?
11

FINSTON
the master's.
DRUMMOND

..
•

This will be the first year beyond
It is •

Thank you.

PROFESSOR HUFBAUER I would like to speak
generally to this program of degrees at the graduate
level, of which I am heartily in favor. According
to this sheet the college of Business Administration
has eleven persons with the doctorate and I think,
from the catalog, about 12 others without the doctorate. The Department of Economics has 9 with and
4 others without the doctorate degree . Now I realize there are many ideological differences between
Economics and Business Administration, some of them
insurmountable, but from reading the program here
I am impressed with the similarity which emerges -the emphasis on the academic declines for these
people doing graduate work who are supposedly go~ng
on into higher administration -- this kind of thing.
I think that we should, in this University, carefully
conserve our resources at the graduate level so that
we are only granting obviously high-level degrees.and
not merely passing out degrees, and I think the ci~cumstances here again call for much closercooperation
between the Economics Department and the College of
Business Administration than we have seen thus far.
In my own estimation I would say that twenty people,
Which is the combined total of those with doct~r~s
degrees in these two departments, is ab:>ut a minimum
number for granting a Ph.D. degree which ~ill be o~
recognizeable quality. In addition, I think that if
the College of Business Administration has.the_sarn~ave
problems the Department of Economics has, it will
trouble obtaining the necessary five students for
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graduate courses and they will also have trouble
offering a sufficient variety of courses to induce
good students to come, with the assurance of finding
a full course offering in two years' time.
I realize it is inappropriate, after all the
negotiations have taken place to get the degree going
in the College of Business Administration. I am
certainly not speaking against it and I don't want
that to be interpreted as the essence of my remarks
but I think a knocking of heads might be required -or possiblY.~ready
has been required by Dean Springer
,.,..,
-- to make
Wollman and Professor Huber get
together on this and try and come up with something
where the combined talents of the two departments will
be two creditable degrees -- to the departments themselves and to the University.
POPEJOY
HUFBAUER

You actually meant Dean Finston.
Yes, I did.

.
FINSTON I might respond to this. I think,
in t~ ·~~lopment of the plans for the talked-of
business, we have always assumed and looked forward
to closl collaboration with the Department of Economics, and recently we had a discussion with Dr.
Wollman regarding just such collaboration next year.
I ~hink obviously there are activities which we have
which will be mutually beneficial; and students. of
economics can profitably take certain courses in
business at the graduate level, and vice-versa.
Indeed at one time we explored the possibility of
a joint degree and, for various reasons, decided at
that time to go in different directions.
· ture conI do feel that the enrollment pie
fronting this school our own college, and the
enrollment picture c~nfronting colleges throughout
the country make it quite evident there i~ real, ld
dem
\'th,ile I wou
onstrable
need
for
such
a
program.
be th
·t· g is not d'ff'
i 1e last one to say that recrui in
cult, I am optimistic that with the sort of prog~am
being developed and with the staff we have alrea y
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attracted we can continue to meet staff requirements and go ahead with the program.
MEMBER I would like to ask Dean Springer a
question. Does the same problem -- do you think
the Board of Educational Finance would honor this
Faculty's request for a Ph.D. program in Business
Administration, a program which according to the
introduction would necessitate the hiring of additional faculty,when they didn't honor our request
for a Ph.D. program in Philosophy, a program which
would not inunediately necessitate the hiring of
additional faculty?
SPRINGER I imagine this is a question that
has been in the back of the minds of several people
as we were debating this. I wish I had the experience of a number of years to guess what the Board
of Educational Finance might do with this request
if it passes the Faculty, but I think there are
several variables in this. It may be it is perfectly possible that this one passes whereas Philosophy does not, or the opposite may appear, because
there are factors in here which may be of more
interest to the Board of Educational Finance than
in Philosophy, fortunate or unfortunate as that may
be, but I don't know that we ought to base our own
considerations this afternoon on second guessing
what they might do to us.
POPEJOY I don't know whether the chair
should make this observation or not, but I will m~ke
't
going
anyway. As everyone probably knows, we are
1
to make a very strong pitch for Philosophy.at the
next meeting of the Board of Educational Finance
and, while I can't predict the outcome of that
presentation, I have a feeling that the strong
support of the Regents and the motion they ~ade
at the last meeting and the other information
Which we have avail~ble will cause the Board of
Educational Finance to reconsider and probably
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approve the Philosophy degree. I am not willing
to put any money on this, but I am hopeful.
Are there any other ques t ions you would like
to ask Dean Finston, or any other of the College of
Business Administration?
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY Are you ready to vote? There has
been a call for the question. All i n . favor, indicate
by saying aye."
II

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• carried.

MEMBER
POPEJOY

I move we adjourn.
The meeting is adjourned.

Adjournment, 5:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

A) . ~
John N. nurrie,
Secretary

PROPOSED CHANGE IN GRADING SYSTEM OF HONORS COURSES

It is proposed that,beginning in academic year 1967-68, the
grades of A (Honors), CR (Pass - B or C), and NC (Fail)
be used instead of grades A, B, C, D, Fin all courses
listed under General Studies as Honors courses; that the grade
of A (Honors) be treated as at present, each hour counting
for four points in the scholarship index; that the grade of
CR (Pass) be given appropriate credit towards graduation
but notcornputed in the scholarship index; that the grade
of NC (Fail) not be given any credit whatever and not
computed in the scholarship index.
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Recommendation Concerning
Change ·in Departments in the
College of Education
It is recommended by the College of Education that the following
changes in departmental titles be approved by the General Faculty.

1.

Discontinue the department now titled, Department of
Educational and Administrative Services.

2.

Establish in its place two separate departments: Department
of Educational Administration; and Department of Educational
Foundations.

Reason for recommending this change
In the year 1959 the College of Education temporarily discontinued its Department of Educational (School} Administration
and ~stablished a Department of Educational and Administrative
Servic~s, in order to provide a temporary home for what were at
that time two new and small programs: Guidance and Counseling;
a~d Ed~cational Foundations. These two programs were in 1959 combined.in this new department with the program in Educational Administration, with the full understanding that when these new programs
grew and matured sufficiently, each of them would be made separate
departments .
The next step in this plan was approved by the General Faculty
when a Department of Guidance and Special Education was established
in 1965.
The proposed move, therefore, would 1} reestablish the Departme~t of Educational Administration, which was, for several decades
P: 10r to 1959, a separate department and 2} would recognize for the
first time as a separate department, the Department of Educational
Foundations. This ~epartment _ already operating as a separate
prog:am in the present Department of Educational and Administrative
Services -- would continue to offer the required service courses at
~~e undergraduate level in the sociological, philosophical and
lstorical foundations of education. And at the graduate level it
would continue to offer courses leading to ·.a major concentration
·
·
in
these fields.
Some examples of such courses - approved and offered
~or many years_ are·
History of American Education; Research Methods
1n Education; Compar~tive Education; Comparative Philosophies of
E
ducat·ion; Educational Sociology; and Education
·
Cl assics.
·
th· No new courses or new programs are contemplated as a part of
a is ~ove to establish separate departments for the two areas
escribed above. It should be described instead, as the last step
~fa plan des~gned · and.begun ~±n.. .1959 wbth . the est~blishrnent of the
epartment of Educational and Administrative Services.
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PROPOSAL FOR NEW FACULTY-ADMINISTRATIVE
COMMITTEE ON COMPUTER USE

It is recommended that a Committee on Computer Use be established
as a joint f acul ty-administrati ve committee.

A.

The Committee is to be charged with the following
responsibilities:
1. To be advisory to the directors of the computer center
and the data processing center in matters of computer usage
as pertain to setting up priorities.

2. To study future needs of the University for all forms of
computer services, both general and special (pro ex. use of
teaching machines) and has the responsibility of initiating
recommendations to the President in matters of future computer
needs.
3. To act as an appeals body for resolving conflicts which
arise from computer use and policies.
B.

The membership of this committee will be as follows:

1 • The directors of the computing and data processing
center (ex officio).
2·

Three members of the administration to be appointed
by the President.
3 · Five members of the faculty selected by the ~olicy
Committee. One member is to be chosen from each of
the following areas:
.
.
Chemistry Mathematics,
(a) Ph ysical
Sciences (Physics,
'
Geology, Engineering).
· 1 ogical
·
.
( Bio
· 1 og,
y Medical School,
( b) B10
Sciences
Psychology, Nursing, Pharmacy)•
( c)

.

· 1

ffA~rv.·lt itu vJ/

Social Sciences (Economics, S~c7o ogy~on)
Geography, Education, Business Adm1nistrati
·
C,

D,

The Ch

h faculty selected by
airman shall be a member oft e
the Policy Committee.
Whe
11 report to the President
n appropriate, the committee sha
A yearly report
ana the faculty using appropriate channels.
to the Policy Committee shall be mandatory.

J
7'aw,

,
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PROPOSAL FOR UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE CLASSIFICATION
University of New Mexico Committee List (Starred
Committees are those now listed as Faculty Standing
Committees)
A.

Faculty Committees:

*Policy Committee
*Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
*Athletic Council
*Contract Research and Patent Committee
*Curricula Committee
*Library Committee
*Publications Committee
*Registration Committee
*Research Allocations Committee
*Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee
*University Committee on Human Subjects
B.

Faculty Administrative Committees:(Advisory to
Administrative Officers )

~Administrative Committee
Campus Planning Committee
Committee on Computer use
*Entrance and Credits Committee
*Extension, summer session, and community Service s Committee *General Honors Council
*Graduate Committee
*Retirement and Insurance Committee
C. Faculty-Administrative-Student Commi ttees:
*Cultural Program Committee
*Student Affairs Committee
*Student Publications Board
Student Radio Board
Board of the New Mexico Union
*Committee on the University
National-International Affai 7s Committee
~ew Student Orientation Committee
)~;IA-~
Student Standards Committee
~
Intramural and Recreation Board
D. Administrative Committee s
E. Student Committees

£.

College Committees

Q. Regents Committees

8~ n ~L,t.~__)

Spring 1967 Amendments to Student Constitution
(Original Version)

(New Version)

The amendment is a new section.

Article II
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Section 5

Each member of the Associated Students
shall be an equal member of the Electorate and shall have the voting rights
thereof.
Article III

Article III

All sections

All sections

II

" ••• a majority of those members present

••••• a majority of its
membership"

and voting"

Section 5

Section 5

A bill introduced into the Senate and
A bill introduced into Senate and
ac.ted upon favorably by at least a maacted upon favorably by at least a
jority of those present and voting shall
majority of its membership shall bebecome
law upon signature by the Presicome law upon signature of the President
dent within ten days after its passage
within ten days after its passage exexcluding Sundays and holidays. If any
~ludi~g Sundays and holidays. If any
bill
is vetoed, this veto can be nulliill is vetoed or left unsigned by the
fied by a two-thirds affirmative vote of
presi'd ent this veto can be nullified by
the Senate. A bill left unsigned by the
a two-thirds affirmative vote of the
President
shall become law in like manSenate.
ner as if he had signed it, unless the
Senate by its adjournment prevents its
return, in which case it shall not be a
law.

Section 6
The Vice-President shall be President
of the Senate. The Vice-President
~st be a member of the Associated Stu£gnts and shall have attended the UniVer sity
·
-for at least two semesters imtned·
--- lately prior to his election
and
~all have earned at least 45 credit
iours and have maintained a scholarship
_ndex of at least 2.0 during residence
a!; the University and shall maintain A

Section 6
Delete underlined portions and relocate
in Article I V.

scholarship index of 2.0 during his
term of office. The President of the
Senate shall appoint such assistants as
he deems necessary. The Senate shall
elect from its membership the President
pro tempore who shall be elected by a
majority of that body. The President
pro tempore shall preside over the
Senate in the absence of the President
of the Senate.
Section 7
B. The Steering and Rules Committee
..... shall be composed of four Senatori
Section 9. Impeachment
B. (4) the defendant may solicit a
defense or speak in his own behalf.

Section 10,

._,

Section 7
B, The Steering and Rules Committee
.•••• shall be composed of five Senators.
Section 9. Impeachment
B (4) the defendant(s) shall not be
compelled to witness against himself,
shall be confronted with witnesses
against him, and shall have the assistance of counsel for his defense; or he
may speak in his own defense.
Section 10.

(New)

- - 2 84

(New)

The Senate shall be empowered to appropriate funds for the purpose of compensation for student officials should it
be deemed necessary, This compensation
may not be diminished during an individual's continuance in office.

°}.

Artie es IV. and U
the o igii:l ver~ion have bee/:Jnoriaz~d nto Ayti lesfV,
V' an VI. (Th e rticl s ar repr~duce/ ~n l:he r ntir Y•) Profef s 0 Ale n!er. ill xplai t e majo ch~ ges, / whic~ hve b en agree up
by tQe acult 10
.
itt e. / nean ave aer w:i,111 di sc ibe
e ew s cti s tha~ w re not
011 Y C
~he ori nal. The rema nin~? sections /re subs ant ally the ame as t ose approved
Y he

acult

and Regents fast sprini.

/

,,.
ARTICLE IV.
Section 1.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

The President

The executive power, the power of enforcement of Associated Student
legislation, the administration of budgeted student funds, and the representation of the student community shall be vested in a President . The President
shall have earned a minimum of seventy- five (75) credit hours, have maintained
a scholarship index of at least 2.0 and have attended the University for at
least two comp lete semesters immediately prior to his election. He shall
maintain a scholarship index of at least 2 . 0 during his term of office. In
the event that the office of President is vacant, the Vice-President shall
assume the title and duties of that office. The President Pro-Tempore of the
Senate shnll then assume the title and duties of the Vice President.
Section 2.

The Vice-President

The Vice- President shall assist the President in the performance of his
duties and shall be President of the Senate . The Vice -President shall have
earned a minimum of forty - five (45) credit hours, have maintained a scholarship index of at least 2.0 and have attended the University for at least two
complete semesters immediately prior to his election. He shall maintain a
scholarship index of at least 2.0 during his term of office. In the event
that the office of the Vice-President is vacant, the President Pro Tempore of
the Senate shall assume the title and duties of that office.
Section 3.

Powers and Responsibilities of the President

A. Executive Rulings necessary and proper for the enforcement and execution of this Constitution and Associated Student legislation, and not in
violation of this Constitution and Associated Student legislation, may be made
by the President .
B. The President shall periodically give the Senate information as to
the Associated Students and may r ecommend for their consideration such measures
as he deems necessary.
C. Preceding the Spring Semester General Election, the President, in
consultation with his executive officers, shall prepare and submit to the
Senate a budgetary proposal for the next academic year .
.
.
D. The President may establish and appoint any exec~tive officer or
executive committee to advise and assist him in the execution of his prescribed duties . The tenure of these appointments shall not exceed the term of
office of the appointing President.
Section 4 .

The Executive Office of the President

A. There shall be an Executive Office of the President co~~ri;eds~=e~t
Treasurer an Attorney General and any other executive officer
e re
h
'
'
d ·
d assist t e
might appoint. It shall be the duty of this Office to a vise an
President in the execution of his duties.
.
'th the
B. There shall be a Treasurer appointed by the President ~ 1
concurrence of the Senate
He shall be the bonded official responsibl~ for
•
f 11 f nds of the Associated Stu· ·
ma i nta1n1ng accurate and complete records O a
u
f h
dents and shall assist the President in preparation of the budget O t e dAssociated Students for submission to the Senate. He shall serve afs hanta
·
.
d
- voting member o t a
visor to the Senate Finance Committee an as a non
connnittee.

c. There shall be an Attorney General appointed by the President with
the concurrence of the Senate. He shall provide counsel for the Associat d
Students in all suits against that government by any student or organization.
He shall serve as prosecutor for the Student Standards Committee when reql 8 d
by that body. He shall serve as an advisor to the Senate Steering and Rules
Committee and Senate Elections Committee, as well as non-voting member of
those committees. He shall- also issue advisory opinions concerning student
legislation and all other acts of the Associated Students when requested to
do so by any Student.
D. The Treasurer and the Attorney General shall have maintained a
scholarship index of at least 2.0 and must have attended the University for
at least two semesters prior to their appointment. They shall maintain a 2. 0
scholarship index during their duration in office.
Section 5.

The Executive Cabinet

There shall be an Executive Cabinet comprised of the President, the
Vice-President, Treasurer, Attorney General, the chairman of all Executive
Agencies, and any other officials or persons prescribed by the President. Th
Executive Cabinet shall advise and assist the President in his duties as well
as facilitate cooperation and coordination among the Executive Agencies and
Executive Officials.
ARTICLE V.
Section 1.

THE EXECUTIVE AGENCIES

Student Publications Board

A. The functions of the Student Publications Board are to exercis con·
~~ers of
t ro 1 over student publications; to elect editors
J.nd'°11 siness man c~.
or th
publication3; to discha~ge any editor or business manag~rs from ofL ice f
dull
.
li
.1 s. and to f ormulate overa
cas?e, to supervise fina~ces of student pub cat.on'
of the freest
policy for student publications, including especially a policy
possible expression constant with good taste.
i
_
B. The Board shall consist of one administrative representa~ ~e,
g
pointed by the President of the University, to serve as Chairman
f;~e n
privileges; three faculty members nominated by tr.e Policy C~mmitt:~d business
student members, one of whom shall be a Senator; and all editors
managers of student publications, ex-officio, without vote .

w: :r

Section 2.

Student Radio Board

R d"o Board are to exer.cise control
The functions of the Student a i
.
and business mana.;;ers; to
dver all student broadcasting; to appoi~t st~tion s of student broadcasting
is:h~rge same for due cause; to supervi~e finance dent broadcasts, including
activities; and to formulate overall policy for st~
tant with good
especially a policy of the freest possible expression cons
taste .
trative representative, t o
B. The Board shall consist of one adminis
db t he Po licy
S" t
rnc=bers non in.::itc
y
d
~ vc ~s chnirnnn ··•1"th vote ·, three fnculty = ~
11 s t a tion an
C
"'
a
Senator;
and
a
0 tnmittcc ; five students
one of uhoo shall be
busi ness managers, ex-officio,
'
without vote.

0

A.

Section 3.

Student Affairs Committee

fttq_~
between students and faculty; and to serve as
e natural channel or student/{//tt_.v'v?
proposals requiring either faculty or adminis ative action. The Student
Affairs Committee is not concerned with the a plication of student discipline.
0
7
B. The Committee shall consist of the
9tttd:t.nt--Affalr-s), ex officio vote; five faculty members, nominated by the
Policy Committee; five student members including the chairman and one Senator.

/!~--

Section 4.

Committee on the University

A. The functions of the Committee on the University are to study the
aims and goals of the University; to examine the role and relationship of the
University relative to the total higher educational complex in the State; to
identify the more urgent problems of common concern to the entire university
connnunity; to envision, to whatever extent possible, t he interaction of local
national and international trends in higher education wi th the aios, goals,
and the educational environment and capability of the University; and, after
study, to make specific recommendation through established channels or through
ad hoc committees for implementation. In particular, the Committee on the
University is concerned with enlisting constructive efforts of all constituents
towards improving the educational climate at the University.
B. The ~~ittee shq;l! . ~~nsi§tAq~~~~; administrative representatives,
including thea f:llle ~~~sl'den~tnelfnlversity; four faculty members,
nominated by ~e Policy Committee; four undergraduate student members, appointed by the Associated Students President; two graduate student members,
appointed by the Graduate Student Council; and two alumni members, appointed
by the Alumni Association. The Cotlllllittee shall elect its chairman from
among the faculty members by secret ballot. Short biographical sketches of
the faculty members shall be provided to the membership of the committee prior
to the election. The first meeting shall be called by one of the VicePresidents .
Section 5.

Board of the New Mexico Union

A. The function of the Board of the New Mexico Union is to formulate
P licies f or t h e operation ofth e Union.
·
t t' sin
B. The Board shall consist of two administrative represen a iv:
eluding the Dean of Students· the Dean of Men, and the Dean of Wom:n in f'
alter t
'
d b the Policy Committee; ive
nae years; two faculty members, nominate
Y
, th case of a
s~udent members, including the Chairman, ·
vote exceptul~on ;rogram
~~e; the Associated Students President; the chairman°! t~e ~nion executive
lrectorate; one Senator· and the Director of the New ex co
'
secretary without vote. '
~
0

/#--M MXl/

Section 6 .

Intramural and Recreation Board

t'on Board are to formulate
a d ~· The functions of the Intramural and Recre~ i d recreation programs;
t~ maintain general policies relating to i ntramu~a a:ptroller and to the
A approve and submit annual budget requests to te co for the following year;
t ssociated Students; to approve sc h e du 1e s and programs
s · to promulgate
iofhear reports from the directors of the various proigwrampr~spective directors
n onnation concerning these programs,. and to interv
of.
h eChairman of the Depar t m intramural and recreation programs and advise t e to their appointment .
ent of Health, Physical Education and Recreation ast· es of the Personnel
B The board shall consist o f two representa
iv
. h
li
Committee
one of whic
Deans · t•
b th Po cy
'
shall' wo faculty members designated Y e lth Physical Education and
Rec
b: the chairman of the Department of Heall be Chairman and one of whom
sha~eation; and four students, one of whom sha
1 be a Senator.

J •

Section 7.

New Student Orientation Committee

A. The functions of the New Student Orientation Committee are to organize and administer an orientation program for new and transfer students for
Fall, Spring, and Summer Sessions; to inform new students of the academic goals
and expectations of the University of New Mexico; and to consider the special
needs of foreign, graduate, and part-time students.
B. The committee shall consist of four faculty members; nominated by
the Policy Committee; four student members, including the Chairman; and a
Senator; two representatives of the Personnel Deans, without vote; Director~
·
of the University College, ex officio, without vote; the
',·
~ ' ex officio, without vote; and the Program Advisor of the Union, ex
officio, without vote.
U-,

1

Section 8.

National and International Affairs Committee

A. The functions of the National International Committee are to sponsor
forums on issues of national or international interest; to concern itself with
related problems; and to administer related projects, including the International Center, the coordinator of which shall be chosen by the Committee.
B. The Committee shall consist of one administrative representative
(normally the
) ; two faculty members, nominated by the
Policy Committee; three student members, including the chairman who is none; and one ~enato ~~
voting except in a ~ f. a
Section 9,
\

Cultural Prolram Committee

A.

The functions of the Cultural Program Committee are to plan, manag'
and sponsor the University Program Series and~cul~ur
1 events ,~;, ~~t~r':;'t~ to
all members of the University connnunity.
/A..u
~
ti
B
execu ve
• The committee shall consist of the
he Polic com~
secretary, without vote· five faculty members, nominate by t
~ h
mittee; eight student m;mbers including the Chairman and one Senator,Adt ei
Cone
'
d the Union Program v sor ,
ert Hall Manager, ex officio, without vote; an
ex officio, without vote.
Section 10.

Speakers Committee

u

i to plan manage, and
The function of the Speakers C o m m
s Oi tt~e t eivers·
e
sponsor lecturing events of interest to all memb rs .
execu ve seer
B. The Committee shall consist of the
. ted b the,Policy Committee;
~tary, without vote; three faculty members, nomina
5 y tor· the Concert Hall
eight stu d ent members, including t h e Ch ai·rman and Pone ramena
'
Ma
Advisor,
ex officio,
nager, ex officio, without vote; and the Union rog
without vote.

A.

Section 11.

Popular Entertainment Committee

inment Committee is to
The function of the Popular Enterta
t to all member
tnanag
d
.
t of in eres
Uni e,. an sponsor popular enterta1.nmen
~ ./l2u-~
versity community.
V. · S@B"ti !flW, exec
rt
B. The Committee shall consist of the/l}e$luding th; chairman
ary, without vote; eight student members! incithout vote; and the
Pr~ator; the Concert Hall Manager, ex officio, w
&ram Advisor, ex officio, without vote,

A.

s:

Section 12.

8

Rally Committee

A. The function of the Rally Committee shall be to supervise and control
all activities concerned with Homecoming and Fiesta and to appoint chairmen
and committees to administer them.
B. The Committee shall consist of five students, one of whom sha l l be
a Senator and another of whom shall be the Chairman; the Union Progr am Advisor;
and the Director of Alumni Relations.
Section 13.

The Union Program Directorate

A. The function of the Program Directorate is to provide an organized
and coordinated means of employing the facilities of the New Mexico Uni on for
the enjoyment and interest of the University of New Mexico.
B. The Directorate shall consist of a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman, a
Senator, the Chairmen and vice-chairmen of Standing Committees, and ot her
officers deemed necessary by the Directorate itself.
Section 14.

A.

National Student Association Committee

The
to administer
tion.
B. The
chairman and

'
Section 15.

function of the National Student Association Commit t ee shall be
the campus office and programs of the National Student AssociaCommittee shall consist of the Coord~nator, who sha ll se r ve as
three other students, one of whom shall be a Senator.
The Programming Committee

A
.
·
hall be to coordinate
• The functions of the Programming Committee 5
ducational
program dates; and to provide a unified budget in the areas of e
'
cultural , a n d popu 1ar programming.
.
.
of the Cultural Com.
B. The Committee shall consist of the chairman .
chairman of the
mittee; the chairman of the Union Program Director~te, ~h~he Uni on Program
Ral~y Committee; the chairman of the Speakers Committee~ r -Hall who shall
~~visor who shall have no vote; tq~~~c;p.J1YJ ,:~ ~}' s a
serve a s
Ve no vote· one Senator· and thl ·~
, "~
tie.
Chairman and' shall haven; vote except in the case of
Section 16.
his appointments t o any exThe President shall be empowered to remove
. tment s to r egulation
~cutive office or executive agency. Removal of ap~oi:ting must r eceive the
oards in the areas of publications and radio broa
of the Vic e-President
concurrence of a majority of the Senate. Appointmen s
may be removed by the Vice-President.

c:

ARTICLE VI.

JUDICIAL BRANCH

Section 1. Judicial Function
i th t he exception of
.
The Judicial power of the Associated Students, t w (b) t he Student
impeachment,
shall be vested in (a) the Student Cour
ds as may be created.
$
tandards Committee, and (c) such inferior standards oar

b

Section 2.

Student Court

h 11 ext end t o all dcases
d
nt
court
s a
A. The Judicial power of the Stu e
1 5 of t he Associate
arising under this Constitution, the Laws and By-. aw5 bodi es and committees
Students ' the regulations and actions o f the vanou

of the Associated Students, and all other activities resulting from the authorities vested by this Constitution except those delegated to the Student Sandards Committee . In t hese matters, the Student Court shall have original jurisdiction in both law and fact. Decisions of the Court may be appealed to the
President of the University by any of the parties invo lved.
B. The Court s hal l be composed of (1) a Chief Just ice, and (2) four
Associate Justices. The Justices must ( 1) be members of the Associa ed Students, (2) be at least Junior classification, (3) have attended the University
for at least two semesters immediately prior to their appointment, and (4)
have attained a scholarshi p index of at least 2.0 . The Jus t ices shall be appointed by the President with the concurrence of the Senate . The terms of
office of the Justices shall be co-termi nous wi th t heir membership in the
Associated Students and t heir good behav ior.
C. The Chief Justice shall preside at sessions of the Court and shall
be responsib l e for the publication of t he decis ions of t he Court . The deci sions of the Court shall be made by the concurrence of at least three of th
Justices . If there is a vacancy or absence of t hree or mor e Justices the
remaining Justices may act in administrative matt ers sub ject t o later approv l
by at least three Justices. Details of Court procedure no t prescribed by this
Constitution or by legis lation shall be the responsibi lity of the Court its 1£.
Section 3.

The Student Standards Committee

The Student Standards Committee is a hearing board f or disciplinary
matters concerning the student community except disciplinary matters subject
to the jurisdiction of the Student Radio and Student PublicationsfBo~rd~. i
Cases may come before the committee on the moti on of any member O t e n versity Community. Any student who feels that he has been unjustly discipli db
.
b an official of the Unin:
Y any other campus board or committee or. ~
a University citation
versity or the University police or by the imposition of
1 t the Comor an ~ eE..._form '!_f censure or action has the right ~~ ~r~1:nar; action al mittee. The Committee may affi , modifiJ or reve~s~ ts ated as a determinar7ady taken. In all cases, an even division sha l he ere ittee may be aption that no discipline be imposed, Decisions of ft eh ommparties involved .
pealed to the President of the University by any O t e
of eight voting members:
B. Membership
at least one of
The Student Standards Committee shall cons i s t B d
four from the Voting Faculty, four from the Student O ~~ shal l preside at
whom will be a woman, a student Chairman with no vote wtwo f r om the Voting
sessions of the Committee, and four alternate me:ber ~~ernates shall sit when
Faculty and two from the Associated Stude~ts. l ~f e :hemse l ves , Committee
regular members are unable to attend or disqua
t he President with the
members from the Student Body shall be appointed y
being staggered so
coneurrence of Senate for two-year terms with t he t erms
lt r nate student memb ers
o a e by t he President wt
i h
sthat t wo members are appointed each year. The t w
ointed
hall be members of the Associated Students, app b (1 ) of at least Junior
the concurrence of the Senate. The memb:rs mus t f~ r a t l east two semesters
~lassification (2) have attended the Univers ity tt ined a scholarship index
lliillledi ately prior
'
to their appointment, (3) have a d a of a t least 2. o dur i ng
of at least 2.0 and (4) maintain a scholarship in exd nt alternates shall be
the·ir term of office.
'
stuDean
e
The term of o ff i· ce f or1 bthe the
of Men and t he Dean
two Years . The Administration advisors shal
e
of Women and shall cast no vote.

r

·,:.

<

. ,,

~~/ the~ac~i:;i~~~ i~~~ i!~eer r
thr'res~ onsibif'.5y
e co

l

of

Section 4 .

Inferior Standards Boards

~01

' . ,J

Al l boards imposing discipl i ne on individual students are subject to
the appe llate jurisdiction of the Student Standards Committee. All students
brought befo r e such boards ~us t be informed of thei r right and method of
appeal .
Section 5 .

Appeals Procedure

In all d cisions r ndered by a j udicial body there shall be a five (5)
working day period in which the dec ision may be appealed. Upon submission
of an appea l the board having appe llate jurisdiction shall issue an automatic
stay of di sciplinary action unt i l such appeal can be resolved.

r, ~ , '
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PREVIOUS FACULTY STATEMENTS

Student Publications Board
The functions and duties of the Student
Publications Board are to elect editors
and.busin:ss managers of student publications ~1th the authority to discharge
the~e editors and business managers from
office for due cause; to supervise finances
of student publications; and to formulate
over all policy for student publications.
Chairman to be appointed by the President;
also three faculty members nominated by the
Policy Committee; also the Business Supervisor
of Student Publications, ex officio; also five
student members.
Student Affairs Committee
The Student Affairs Committee serves as
an advisory council to the Dean of Students.
Within its jurisdiction are those non-academic
matters affecting the welfare and interest of
the student body and student groups, including
relationships between students and faculty.
The Committee is the natural channel for
student proposals requiring either faculty
or administrative action. The Committee is
not concerned with the application of student
discipline.
Committee on the University
The purposes of the Committee on the University
are to identify the more urgent problems of
common concern to students, faculty, administration,
and alumni; to study these problems; an~ to make
specific recommendations through established
channels for their solution. In particular, the
Committee is concerned with enlisting the constructive efforts of students toward improvement
of the educational climate.
Four faculty representatives nominated by the
Policy Committee; four administrative representatives appointed by the President; fou~ student
members selected by the Student : Council; and
two alumni representatives selected by the
Alumni Association.
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Student Affairs Committee
Composition: The Dean of Students, chairman; also
five faculty members nominated by the Policy Committee ;
also five student members.
Cultural Program Committee
The functions of the Cultural Program Committee are
to plan and manage the University Program Series of
the Associated Students and otherwise to sponsor
cultural events of interest to students and the
University community .
The Dean of Students, chairman; also five faculty
members, nominated by the Policy Committee; also
eight student members nominated by the departmental
chairmen in art, dramatic art , English, governm~nt,
journalism, modern and classical languages, music,
and speech to the Student Council which makes the
final appointments.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS IN STUDENT STANDARDS POLICY

29

The Faculty Policy Committee reconunends to the general faculty
the following changes be made in the Student Standards Policy,
so that that policy may be made consistent with current provisions
in the student constitution.
that

A,

1. It is recommended that the first two paragraphs of Article
Section 1 be amended as follows:
Section .1. Jurisdiction. The Student Standards Committee
is a hearing board for disciplinary matters concerning
the student community except disciplinary matte rs subject
to the jurisdiction of the Radio and Student Publications
Boards. Cases may come before the Committee on the motion
of any member of the University conununity. Any student
w~o feels that he has been unjustly disciplined by an~ other
campus board or committee or by an official of the Un1.versi ty has the rigt.t t.o appeal to the Commi tt2e · ( ~f-~Re
'6~i~t..e e-is-e;rm~ly-a.iv 3::6Gd-6R-il.:-FR:attel:'·- ~f3f?ea±ee-t9--:i:t, -t:J:ie
aee~s~eR-a~ealea-frem~sha±±-Be-aeeffiea-aff~fFRed.) In all
(e~ae~) cases
an even division on the committee shall be
treated as a determinat i on. that
(aet:i:ea) discipline be
{tak~~ )_ imposed.
·
·

no'

The Committee may affirm or reverse disciplinary
a c t·ion already taken. In cases where the ac t'1.on has
not
..
.
yet been taken, the Committee may decide whether d1.sc1.~linary action should be taken and if so, the extent of 7t .
Decisions of the Committee ~ay be appealed to the President
of t~e University by any of the parti~s ~nvolved. The
Committee shall have appellate jurisdiction for stude(ts ~ ·
w~shing to appeal University citations for on-campus ~ar %fl~
v~e~a~~efi eases) traffic vioiation~2
I
.
A section 2, Subsection ( a)
be
•
t is recommended that Artie 1 e ,
amended as follows:
Section 2. Membership . (a) The Student standards c~rnm;ttee
shall consist of eight (fe~~!a£) voting membe~=n~-bo~~ -from the Voting Faculty and four from the st~
Faculty
and four alternate members, two from the voting hall sit
and two from the student body. The alterna~~s salify
~~en regular members are unable to ~ttend, A~si~ast one
emselves, or resign from the Committee.
from the
regular member from the Voting Faculty and one b a
:~udent body shall be women . There 5 ~~ 11 a;~~e-"it-sessions
Ofuden,t Chairman with no vote who sha pre
- t~ ~ommi t tee.
.
2 subsection (e),
3
.
which . It is
recommended that Art1.'cle A, Section ,
reads as follows, be deleted:
(e) (
R 1! se aesi~Ra~ea
~
9ae e£ ~He £ae~±~y a~~eifl~ees 5 ~~
€e serve
eHairfflaR sy ~ae Pe±iey ee~:€~e:,eaai£IRaR ireffi
aa ~ ~Re eeHURi~~ee reee~s ~e e±ee~-%~s-ew ha±± ee a ~e~iR~

~::~:~a~y

~~::~ ~Re s~~eea~ ffiefflse£s .
e~ e~

~ae

~ae eaa~rffi:R
~eHURi~~ee , s~~ saa*± eas 6

!i'i eae ve~e.)
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PROPOSAL
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A DOCTORAL PROGRAM
AT THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

.,
it"

I.

INTRODUCTION

The 1965-66 Annual Report of this College, as well as the 1967-68
Budget Request strongly urged establishment of a doctoral program in Business
Administration, to be instituted in Fall 1968.
The Ph.D. Committee of the College of Business Administrat ion has carefully investigated the compelling philosophical, educational, and soc oeconomic considerations which underly the intense need for an advanced program
in Business Administration.

• I

-

....

Beyond such general considerations it is important to look closely at
the development of graduate education at this University, and specifically, t
the dramatic growth of our Master of Business Administration program. It 6
well recognized that this University will assume primary responsibility for
~raduate education within the State, Noting this fact in his recent report,
Profile of a University," the former Academic Vice President, Harold Enarson,
remarked, "The graduate :program at The University of New Mexico will become a
national program. This development is in the nature of things. The migration
of graduate students will not diminish· it must not be permitted to. The
University of New Mexico will compete in a national market for good graduat
~tudents · · · • With increased competition elsewhere and measurably better
institutions at home, a much larger proportion of .New Mexico's academical~y
talented -will stay in New Mexico attending the University of New Mexico .
This same report noted that in t~e near future, doctoral programs were anticipated in three additional fields--economics, business administration, and
~edical sciences. Only the business administration program has yet to be
implemented .
t · uing rapid growth
_A brief review of Tables I and II reveals.the co~ 1 ~nd in the number of
Business Administration graduate student-credit-hour'
·
f this
student
. w of the present size o
C
s committed to the M.B.A. program. In vie
veral major
N~~lege'.s graduate student body, the continuing interes!v~~c:~ degrees in
BusiMexico e~p~oyers in having their e~p~oyees pursu: ~t desire of various
ca d~ess Administration, and most s:pec1f1c, the e.xpll~ ~ rees ,n.tbin this
Co~l idates With doctoral potentialities to pursue the~r e:ewer than fifteen,
ege, we conservatively predict a doctoral class O no
. .Fall 1968
and more probably twenty, at the initiation of this program in
.
in

lle e receive an early commit.
.
ment t It is. of manifest importance ~hat this Cou . : e.xpediUous handling of
O pernu.t essential staff recruitment·
thi
Ass nu g to the development of
th s request, the College will devote its full ene:gyl
reflects the fUture,
an~ ~dvanced program in administration which cr:a!l~li be eminently qualified
t
~rther development of a College faculty whic
0 bring this exciting new program to fruition,

1

TABLE I

GRADUATE STUDENTS MAJORING I N
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI ON
No , of MBA
Candidates

Year

81

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

110
122

137

TABLE II

GRADUATE STUDENT CREDI T- HOURS IN 500-LEVEL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION COURSES
of
Students
NO ,

Year

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

109
153
222

284

Student Credit
Hours

%Increase

354
474
687*
852*

*Does not include Holloman Graduate Program,

33%
44%

44%
25</o
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THE PROPOSED DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The Doctoral Committee of the College of Business Administration
addressed itself to setting guidelines, discussing certain fundareental issues
relating· to doctoral programs per se , and the discussion of appropriate
contents of a doctoral program. The program and the various phases within
the program have been proposed for consideration, discussed and accepted by
the faculty of the College of Business Administration .
Decisions and guidelines affecting the design of the program included
the following :
1.

The degree to be offered would be the Ph,D. degree with an
emphasis on preparation for careers in academic or research
environments, and the possibility of using the degree as
preparat ion for high- level administrative careers but not ~o
serve the professional emphasis more commonly associated w:i.th the
D,B.A. or similar degrees .

degree program would -.
_ • require a full -time commitment on the part of students enrolled,
evidence of abili ty
. f t
Foreign language re quirement. Satis ac ory
.
t
3. to read and translate one foreign language , the examina~ion
be administered
and evaluated within the bCollege
of Business
rs
(French
German,
. .
Administration by appropriate faculty mem e •
'
Russian , Spanish)
\
d ts of the University of
·
f
uet:"ler
prospective
candidates
are
gra
ua e
. . 08 at
4.
New t,c;xico or have obtained their undergraduate t~ainientrance
.
t ·
·
·
· ty of NeW Mexico,
l. ns itutions other than the uru.v:rs~
.
(extended by the
t o the Ph • D• program will be by )invitatio_.!! £El2
opriate screeni n~rr
graduate faculty of the college after appr
including examination .
. ful planned experience
supervision;
5, The degree program shall include a meaning
in either teaching or research, under fac~ltY
essentially the equivalent of an internship,
. g on generalizat i on s.
6. To resolve the inevitable debate focusi~ vould essentially t ry
specialization, t he Ph,D, degree offe re
t dy would be devoted
to serve both purposes , The first year ~fhs ull candidates must
to several general areas or f 1e
· ldS in whic a
f raduate study would
O
demonstrate
competence , The hsecondarea
year or f ~ie ld .
. .
permit intensive study of a c osen
. ess Administration is
high caliber which
7. Above everything else the College ~f ~usinf
O r ging trends within
recognizing the need for a Ph , D, progiaro
· tive to en!P
uld
would be forward-looldnc; and sensi
.
program which wo
the di sci nline of bu siness adrnini stratJ.on, a
be both i;novative and challengi ng ,

2.

The

°
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Entry into Ph,D, program
The typical student seeking admission to the doctoral program will
hold a master's degree (not necessarily the M.B.A,) or evidence attainment
comparable to the master's degree.
All applicants will be required to present themselves for entrance
examinations as well as the Graduate Record Examination (GRE--includin
Graduate Study in Business Test). The former should indicate level of lno~ledge and understanding of important concepts within the field of business a ministration , whereas the latter examinations (GRE and GSB) more pro rly
indicate potential or ability to perform at high graduate level , (The diagram
in the Ap.IJendix surrunarizes the procedures involved in admissio to both the
M.B.A, degree as presently constituted and tbe Ph , D, as proposed . )
The First Phase of Study
The first phase of study is de signed to prepare the students for the
Preliminary Examinations. It will focus on five areas:
A.

Econcmic Theory

B.

Organizational Behavior

C.

Managerial Controls

D.

Quantitative Methods

E.

Operations and Environment:

the Ecology of the Organization ,

The preliminary examination will require evidence of understanding in all fi e
areas and also a thorough grasp of their interrelationship , Since all students
entering the doctoral program will either possess master's d~gree ~r the·r
0
equivalent, the extent to which an individual must prepare himself in each
the five areas ,·Till be a matter of considerable variation , Most students ,
it is anticipated will be well prepared in some though probably not in all
areas, and the fi~st phase of study should concentrate on identifying and
strengthening their areas of weakness or deficiency whether throuGh formal
course work or indeFendent study under faculty guidance ,
The Areas of Study
A.

Economic The ory
A fundamental grasp of economic theory , both macro and micro , das
.
1
the internal operations of the organizatio~; an
of t he organization to the external econcnu.c environ-

~1s:er:I:~i!~

ment, both national and international ,
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B.

Organizational Behavior
An ~n~lysis_of the human variables or factors influencing the

~dmin1strat1ve process at all levels includinG the individual,
intro-group, inter- group and total organizational . Includes a
thorough grasp of the research methods employed in studying such
levels as well as the significant research f i ndings to date .
C.

Managerial Controls
The controls essential to and operating within the organization .
The accounting, financial and legal constraints operating within
the organization and having impact upon the administrative enterprise.

D.

Quantitative Methods
solid grasp of the scope and usefulness of mathematical models
and techniques and statistical tools in the solution of adminis trative problems, including the use of simulation techniques to
foster such understanding .

A

E.

Operations and Environment - - the Ecology of Organizations
Essentially designed as an int egrative approach to understanding ho~
the various variables included under A, B, C, and D interact - -the
economic 1 legal, human resources, etc.--in decision-making
processes involved in the various functional areas , Although the
student may have a firm grasp 0f the variables subsumed under
A, B, C, and D the administrative process most often requires the
evaluation of their interrelationship in a given situation and
judgments of the appropriate weights to be attached to each of
the several components involved .

h"
On completion of-the first phase of study the student will present
in~elf for the Field Examinations (covering A, B, C, D, and E) and must
have satisfied the language requirement,
.
Successful completion of these requirements will result in the recognition of the individual as a 'colleague ' or some such similar title . At this
point it is accepted that he is prepared to:
(a)

choose a special fie ld for intensive study,

(b)

opt for either a research or teaching internship under supervision,
and

(c)

begin to explore and design his dissertation research.
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After intensive study in the elected field the student shall be examined
in that field and satisfactory performance will be required of him before he is
encouraged to complete the dissertation as planned. As is indicated in the
Appendix, the final requirement will consist of the traditional oral defense
of the dissertation.
In summary the various requirements recommended in the pursuit of the
Ph.D. degree in Business Administration are:
l.

Entrance Examinations leading to admission to program.

2.

Field Studies, field examinations and language requirements leading
to acceptance as colleague,

3.

Study in depth in chosen field leading to candidacy and encouragement
to complete dissertation and degree.

4. Dissertation.
5.

Oral defense of dissertation.
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III

THE FACULTY

JAMES EARL BROWN
iDUCATION:
Ph.D.
M. A.
B.S.

1958
1954

University of Florida - Economic Theory , Public Uti lit y
Economics , Political Science,
Accounting , Statistics
Michigan State University - Accounting, Economics
University of Richmond, Virginia - Busines s Administratiou

·rc:ACHI NG :

1966
196 3
1961
1960

-

present

1966
1963
1961

1958 - 1960

Uni versity of Richmond, Virginia
Uni versity of Colorado
Emory University
Universi ty of Washington

As sociate Profe s sor- B.A.
Associate Professor- B.A.
Assistant Professor- B,A,
Acting Prof . of
Accounting
Instructor of Accountiu 0

University of Florida

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Specia l Agent , Internal Revenue Service
Cost Accountant, Sealtest Dairies
Partner, cKeever, Brown and Associates, Management Consultant s
PUBLICATIONS :

3 articles in Public Utilities Fortni ghtly
1 book, Charles E. Merrill Books; manuscript in progress (co- authoried)

EDWIN H. CAPIAN
EDUCATION :

1952
1950

Ph . D.

University of California - Economic Theory , Organi zatior.
Theory, Accounting, Indus trial Organization

M. B.A.
B, B.A.

University of Michigan
University of Michigan

·rEACHING :

1964 - present
1961 - 1964

j\ssoci a~e Profes sor of Accounting
University of Oregon
Associate in Business Admin ,
Unive rsity oi' Cali fo1·nia

1'H01"ESSI0NJ\L EXPERIENCE:

1953 - 1956
1950 - 1953

PUBLICATIONS:

1966

Partner, J. J. Gotlieb & co . , CPA's, Detroit , Michigan
Staff Accountant , J . B, Colten & Co . , CPA's

case study for Lane county Juvenile Vept ., Lane County
2 Articles for The Accounting Review
Study lb r University of Ore gnn ScbOo l of BUS ine s s Adroi ni st rati on
Book contr act witb Macmillan company - E:xpect publication in 196/J·

.,
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EVERETT GEORGE DILLMAN
EDUCATION:

1967
1959
1957

Ph . D.
M.B .A.
B, B, A.

University of Texas - Management, Statistics
University of New Mexico - Business Administration
University of New Mexico - Business Administration

TEACHING:

1963 - present

University of New Mexico

1962 - 1963
1960 - 1963

University of Texas
University of New Mexico

1959 - 1960

College of St. Joseph

Assistant Professor , ~~nagement ,
Statistics
Lecturer, Management
Lecturer, Finance, Marketing,
Statistics
Lecturer , Statistics

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

1966 - present
1957 - 1962

Acting Director of Bureau of Business Research
Personnel Director , City of Albuquerque
Member, Bernalillo County Personnel Board

PUBLICATIONS:
2 Research papers on Police Policies
1 Study on Retirement Age Policies; Selection Problem for Municipal
Employment
Study and paper on New Mexico League for Nursing
HOWARD VIVIAN FINSTON

EDUCATION:
Ph .D.

1953
1948
1948

A.M.
A.B.

TEACHING:

1962
1958
1953
1952

-

present

1962
1958
1953
Summer, 1952
1951 - 1952

Stanford University - Business
Stanford University - Economics
Stanford University - Economics
Professor, Dean
Associate Professor
University of New Mexico
Assistant Professor
University of New Mexico
Assistant Professor
University of New Mexico
Loyola University at Los Angeles Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
San Diego State College
Humboldt State College

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

1957 - 1958
1955 - present
1966

Sandia Corporation, Staff Member
Develop case studies for executive training P:og:am
Management consultant to U.S. At~mic Ener~ Comm~ssion,
.
Sandia r.orporation, and to pn.vate business firms
Consultant, Kirschner nssociates
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HOHARD VIVIAN FINSTON (CONTINUED)
PUBLICATIONS:

1966
1965
1964
1964

Study on Small Busi. ness I;evelopment Centers, OEO
Study on Disar mament and Economic Redevelopment, Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency
Co- author , book, Appleton-Century- Crofts
Monograph, Bureau of Bus iness Research
FRANK PARKER FOWLER

EDUCATION :

Ex:pected

1967

Ph . D.

1955
1948

M. S .

B. S.

Unive rsity of California
(Berkeley)
University of Colorado
Universi ty of Colorado

Business Administration
Business Management
Business Management

TEACHING :

1963 - present

University of New Mexico

1959 - 1963

Colorado State University

1955 - 1957

University of Colorado

Director of Data Processing and Assistant
Professor of Business
Administration
Assistant Pr ofessor, ~a th ,
Oper, Res . Stat ,
Instructor, Business Mgt .,
Stat . , Finance

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE :

1963
1965
1963
1955-56

Established t he Data Processing Center and the 14-month tata
Processing Program
Bernalillo County Advisory Committee
Governor's Committee on Data Processing
Consultant in Data Processing, Wright Petroleum Labs
Statistical Consultan~ , Rogers Publishing Co ,

PUBLICATIONS :

Research paper for small Business ~dministrat ion,
~:ashington, D, C, Also book review
Textbook, John Hiley, Inc ,

ED\-/ARD G. NOLAN

~

--

04

EDUCATION:

1958
1954
1952
1948

Ph.D.
M.S . .
B, Ed.
M.A.

Princeton University - Social Psychology
Princeton University
University of Edinburgh - Psychology and Education
University of Edinburgh - Mathematics

TEACHING:

1965 - present
1962 - 1965
1957 - 1962
1954 - 1957

University of New Mexico
San Fernando Valley State
College, California
University of New Mexico
Rutgers University

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

PROFESSIONAL EXPERI&~CE:
Director , Southwest Management Development Program
Reviewer of proposed texts in statistics for Wadsworth Publishing Co .
PUBLICATIONS:
Textbook contract , Wadsworth Publishing Co .
Co-authored 4 papers for Psychological Reports
Six
research articles for various journals
1960-61
1958-59 Co-authored a book and 4 articles

1964

LLOYD SEATON, JR ,
EDUCATION :

1967

Ph . D.

Expected

1960
1957
1955

M. S .

A.B.
B,A.

University of Arkansas - Accounting, Economics , Management ,
Marketing
San Jose State College - Business Administration
San Jose State College - Business Administration
Bakersfield College - Business

TEACHI1.'G :

1965 - present

University of New Mexico

1961 - 1964
1961 - 1958

University of Arkansas
San Bernardino Valley College

Assistant Professor ,
Accounting
Instructor, Accounting
Instructor

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Awarded certificate-highest

cumulative grade on CPA exam

1965
Valley High, Administrative Assistant
.
1959-61 Victor
Padre Hotel, Bakersfield, CalH'o:rnia, Hotel Auditor
1953-54
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DANIEL M. SLATE
EDUCATION:

1961

Ph,D ,

1956
1952

M,S .
B.S.

University of \!ashington - Economics, Economic Analysis,
Labor and Industrial Relations
University of Hashington - Economics
University of Washington - Psychology

TEACHING:

1964 - present

University of Illinois

1963 - 1964

University of D..linois

1961 - 1963

Michigan State University

1959 - 1960

University of Hawaii

1961 - 1957

University of Hawaii

Head, Dept. of Marketing and
Industrial Administration
and Associate Professor
Associate Professor, Associate
Researcher
Associate Director of Executive
Development Programs and
Asst. Professor of Marketing
Acting Director of Economic
Research center
Assistant Professor of Economics and Business

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Executive-Secretary-Manager of Distributor's Assn , of
1955 - 1956
Seattle, Inc,
Labor and Research Economist - Washington Employers, Inc.
1
1956 - 1957
Assistant Executive-Secretary-Manager of Distributor s
1954 - 1955
Assn, of Seattle, Washington
Psychologist and Psychiatric Aide, Pinel Psychiatric
1951 - 1952
Hospital, Seattle, Washington
PUBLICATIONS:

1959 & 1962
1959 - 1963
1956 - 1962

2 books , Wadsworth Publishing Co.

3 surveys and studies, University of Hawaii

5 articles
CHARLES S • TELLY

EDUCATION:
D.B.A,

1962
1958
1954

M.A.
L.L.B,
B.A.

University of Vashington - Policy and Administration,
Personnel and Industrial Relations
University of Arizona - Philosophy and psychology
University of Buffalo - School of Law
Hilliams Collee;e, Williamstown, Mass ,

CHARLES S. TELLY (CONTINUED)

3 06

TEACHING:

1966 - 1967

University of Washington

1964 - 1966

University of Uashington

1961 - 1964
1959 - 1960

University of Arizona
Jamestown Community College

Full-time predoctoral lecturer
of Business Law
Part-time predoctoral lecture.r
of Business Law
Lecturer
Instructor

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

1959 - 1960
1952 - 1958

Bootey and Olson, Attorneys-at-Law, Jamestown, New York
Assistant Manager, Restaurant, Jamestown, New York

PUBLICATIONS:

1965

Research project on Yugoslavia, Greece and Italy
LOTHAR G. WINTER

EDUCATION:

1956
1954
1945
1944

Ph.D.
M.A.
Diploma

B,B.A.

University
University
Government
College of

of Freiburg - International Business Economics
of Freiburg - Economics
Adm, Academy - Public Administration
Business Administration - Koenigsberg - Business

Administration

TEACHING:

1964 - present
1963 - 1964

University of New Mexico
San Francisco State College

1959 - 1963

University of Hawaii

1954 - 1956

Business School of Freiburg

Professor, Assistant r:ean
Associate Professor of World
Business and Director of
Research
Associate Professor of Marketing and Foreign Trade and
Director of Bureau of
Business Research
Assistant Professor of Busines~

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

1964
1962
1960-62
1959-56
1954-56

Landis & Gyr Co, - Director of Marketing Research
Abbotts Laboratories - Manager Marketing Research
Hawaii Coffee Ind., Inc. - Marketing Director
General Electric - ~Prket Analyst
West German Government - Assistant Economic Advisor

PUBLICATIONS:

1962 - 1965
1962 - 1966

4 Market Surveys for above employers
Monograph of global marketing strategies
5 Marketing surveys, Games Study in foreign trade and economy
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APPENDIX
Suggested Structure of Graduate ProGram in Business Administration
For entering students with bachelor's degree
uithout master's degree
uithout business major
with business major
but with considerable
,l,1
education and/or experiuith less
ence beyond bachelor's
than B grades
and excellent promise
in functional
~/
areas
~
/
Challenge ! MBA Core
I.
area exams
> \ Program

III

\V

'V

MJ3A Integrative Program·

(including reserach
option)

,I;

I

MBA Orals

l

MBA Degree

I-

~

Gen'l Field Exams
in functional and
-integrative areas
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1, Unsatisfactory (out)
2, Provisional (must show
some preparation in
all fields reasonably
good in at least two-will have to repeat
entire exam after l
yr. and preparation)
Invitation to enter
3, Satisfactory in all
Ph,D, prosram
~.1--~-f_i_e_ld_s__
.~~--------~

~

I

l

J;
III.

Study in Require Fields
A, Economic Theory
B, Organizational Behavior
C, Managerial Controls
D. quantitative Methods
E. Operations and Environment--ecology of
orc;ani zat ion
.._j;

Field Examinations --including language requirement

'1/
Invited to become a Colleague

]

,I/
rJ.

Special Field Studies
~/

Examination for Candidacy (Admission to Ca ndidacy) \
~/

v.

[

Dissertation
~/

J
..•

Oral defense of dissertatio~__j

,k

Ph,D- Degree

